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FOREWORD

The program reported herein was sponsored by the United

States Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory under I

Air Force Systems Number 62302F, AFRPL Project

No. 3058 and Air Force Contract Number FO 4611-72-

C-0027 with program surveillance under Mr. Paul Erickson

(LKDA) AFRPL Project Officer. The work was accomplished

by Walter Kidde & Company, Inc., 675 Main St., Belleville,

New Jersey 07109 during the period November 1, 197'

through April 30, 1972. The subject report, initially

identified as Kidde Report No. 4928-FTR-1 was submitted

for approval March 1973. K'

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.

Paul Ertckson (LKDA)

Project Officer
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ABSTRACT

There was a primary need to demonstrate the extended life capability of a nominal

300-lb (f) monopropellant hydrazine thruster beyond qualification limits. In addition,

there were secondary needs to attain end of life performance characteristics; first

to verify a catalyst bed pressure drop buildup theory of performance degradation, 4

and second to test a causal theory for the occurrence of "washout" performance

degradation. The program documented herein takes three steps toward the fulfill-

ment of these needs by conducting life tests on three thrust chambers, two which

already had specified mission life accunmulated and one which was refurbished to

the "as new" condition. All three units tested demonstrated extended life capability,

but each provided performance characteristics which reflected the particular type of

duty cycle conducted. The unit which produced high catalyst bed pressure drop also

produced higher than usual in-run manifold temperature. The other two units pro-

duced low catalyst bed pressure drop buildup and consequently attained a longer

unencumbered life characteristic. Based upon these results, it is concluded that

extended life capability is demonstrated and the secondary need to verify catalyst

bed pressure drop buildup theory was accomplished. However, "washout" per-

formance characteristics were never accomplished preventing the accumulation

of convincing data to support the causal theory. Recommendations based upon

these findings include investigation and elimination of variability in sensitive build

parameters, life testing to verify elimination of variability as well as obtain end

of life data, and the determination of safe in-run and shutdown manifold temperature

on high catalyst bed pressure drop units.

A
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1. MO)TI\'ATIONA L REVIEW

In 1967 Waiter Kidde and Companv, Inc. was awarded an Air Force msbcontract to
develop the first large hydrazine thruster, a nominal 300--lb thrust design for ai orbit-
ing vehicle propulsion system. The fruits of this contract are presend in, Figure 1.
The program has progressed throungh development, qualificatiou and delivery of two
blocks of flight units, the latter block including an Engineering Evaluation Unit (EEU)
and a Production Reliability Assessment Test (PRAT) unit. These latter pieces of
tee: hardware were subjected to full mission life tests to anticipated Worstcase duty
cvcles at extreme corners of the operating regime. Both units successfully com-
pleted mission testing with useful life remaining. hi this condition, they both had
considerable value for life evaluation tests.

in the same time period, a state-of-the-art problem called "washout" was encoun-
tered in testing monopropellant hydrazine thrust chambers. Washout is the in-run
escape of undecomposed propellant from the thrust chamber which remlts in a drop
in thrust and specific impulse. Factors which influence washout have been isolated
and empirical influence coefficients have been established which allow the prediction
of critical performance parameters within the range of available data. Purely ana-
lytical prediction of these same parameters is not practical due to the complexity of
modeling the flow dynamics of the decomposition-dissociation reaction and the influ-
ence of temporary and permanent catalyst degradation on this reaction.

More recently, a relationship between injector flow characteristics amn washout
characteristics has been established which resulted in controlled injector distribu-
tion characteristics. In particular, average injector flow out the end of the distribu-
tion tubes penetrating the catalyst bed was controlled to a 49 - 50% of total flow
range where previously this parameter was uncontrolled and ranged up to 55% of the
tot--- flow. Linear extrtpolation of the higher flow range data indicated that units
containing 49 - 50% of the total flow out the end of the distribution tube would possess
significantly better washout resistance. However, the apparent sensitivity of wash-
o,,t to a relatively small change in end fl~,w made this prediction dicult to accept,
creating a need for verification testing.

Control of average distribution tube end flow per ship-set of tubes um Inited on
the EEU and PRAT units giving them unique credentials for verifl~tsIo of washout
resistance with controlled end flow. Enduraince testing these particular units to
the point of washout would provide the data needed to verify life predictions for
49 - 50% average end flow design as well as provide a method to teat the hypothesis
for cause of washout by offering opportunities to demonstrate recovey from wash-
out conditions. With these primary objectives in mind, a program wus formlated
which would beat use the hardware available.

Reproduced From
Best Available Copy
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The program conceived included life testing of both available units as well as refur-

bishment of one, the EEU, to obtain a third tc-.t unit which could be life tested to a

more severe duty cycle thereby demonstrating the ability of the engine to meet future

mission needs. The actual tests conducted and the results obtained are presented

herein supported by analysis of findings, conclusions and recommendations. Data

concerning the thrust chamber assembly design, the test facility requlirements and

procedures, the hardware build data and prior performance are presented in the
Appendix.

2. DESIGN REVIEW

The thrust chamber assembly shown in Figure 1 contains three major subassemblies,
a thrust mount, containing a cavitating venturi, the quad-valve and the thrust

chamber. In addition there are valve and manifold heaters, pressure transducers

and thermocouples to complete the unit.

rhe cavitating venturi is the first element in the flow paih. It provides flow charac-

teristics which are independent of downstream pressure drop changes as long as It

is operating within its range of cavitation. As a consequence, the influence of

increasing catalyst bed pressure drop is removed from the propellant pressure-
thrust characteristic.

The venturi is located within the thrust mount bellows assembly, which also contains

individual concentric bellows for sealing redundmncy. These bellows in conjunction
with a gimbal ring provide tCe thrust chamber assembly with a mounting alignment
capability which can be adjusted and locked with alignment links.

Propellant leaving the venturt enters the quad-valve through a tapered cone filter

before dividing into two flow paths. Each path contains two valve elements provid-

ing series redundancy against leakagL. The combined unit provides series-parallel
redundancy against single valve failure to open or close. Valve position Is indicated
by switches permitting diagnosis of failure to open or close. A more comprehenstve
discussion of the valve design is Included In the Appendix.

The thrust chamber design is the most significant aspect of the TCA since it is the

life limiting element. It contains the catalyst which spontaneously decomposes
hydrazine to produce thrust. Degradation of this catalyst, chemical and physical,

is the prime limitation on satisfactory performance and subsequently life.

The thrust chamber contains a single inlet tube, a manifold to diids the Inlet flow

Into 37. paths and 37 distribution tube assemblies to Inject the propellhnt Into the d

catalyst bed. Flow In each of the 37 paths enters the distribution tube through an
orifice tube in the manifold face. Each distribution tube is surroumded with a cylin-

der or 20-24 mesh catalyst contained in a cylindrical screen wt* end plugs. This

subassembly to called a partitiom assembly.

3
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The 37 partition assemblies are contained within a shell assembly consisting of the

manifold and a cylindrical shell. The volume between partitions within the shell

assembly is filled with 8-12 mesh catalyst. This catalyst is contained within the

shell assembly with screens, a screen retainer plate and a support plate, the latter

designed to transmit the pressure loading from the catalyst bed to the shell assembly.

The supcrt plate is locked into the shell assembly by the nozzle which is welded

into the shell assembly.

A detailed description of the thrust chamber with drawings, sketches and photographs

is presented in the Appendix. This information includes construction materials,
instrumentation, and build parameters. Nominal nozzle throat diameter is 1.542

inch and the nozzle area ratio is 88.

3. REQUIREMENTS REVIEW

Primary design parameters for the thrust chamber assembly are presented in the
Design Parameters list, Table 1, below. Steady state thrust requirements are
stipulated at several levels because the specification requires the unit to operate
over a decaying inlet pressure range. Transient thrust peak at start is limited to
520 lbsf over most of the thrust range, but may peak to 1000 lbsf at the high end of
the range. Similarly, thrust oscillation of ±23 lbsf is permitted over most of the
thrust range, with peaks to 45 lbsf permitted at the high end of the thrust range.

The specific impulse minimums indicated apply to worst case conditions of minimum
thrust level, minimum propellant temperature and end of life conditions. Steady
state conditions by specification definition, begin after 5000 lb-sec. total impulse
have been delivered. Average specific impulse measured during the transient
period, up to 500 lb-sec delivered total impulse, shall not be less than 175 lb-sec/Ib.

The operating range data presented covers the basic design range of 100 to 280 psia
prcpellant pressure as well as the limits demonstrated during this program. The
typical data presented for all propellant pressure levels is taken from performance
data obtained with the EEUR during this program.

4-
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TABLE I

DESIGN PARAMETERS

Specification Requirements

Thrust

Minimum 138.5 lbf at 100 psta propellant pressure

Minimum 167 lbf at 148 psia propellant pressure

Minimum 235.4 ibf at 286 psia propellant presmlre

Maximum 280 lbf at 300 psia propellant pressure

Total Impulse

Cumulative 760,000 lbf-see

Single firing (maximum) 165,000 lbf-sec

Specific Impulse

Steady state (minimum) 228.3 lbf-sec/Ibm

Transient (average over

first 5000 ib-sec) 220.0 lbf-sec/lbm

Firings
Total 109

Ambient hardware temp.

starts 51

Hot starts 58

Operating Range

Propellant Typical (1) Typical (1) Typical (1)

Feed Pressure Thrust Flow Rate PCH

(psia) (lbf) (lb/sec) (psia)

76(2) 101.4 .452 32

85(3) 114.6 .511 36

100 138.2 .602 43

148 174.4 . 728 54

286 243.0 1.027 75

310 253.2 1. 070 77.5

330(4) 261.5 1. 110 80

397.3(5) 286.9 1.1210 87.8

Notes: (1) Typical data from EEUR performance. Section V

(2) Minimum demonstrated in this program

(3) Required minimum safe operating limit

(4) Required maximum safe operating limit

(5) Maximum demonstrated In this program

5
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4. PERFORMANCE REVIEW

The specification requires that minimum thrust requirements for selected propellant
pressure and temperature requirements be maintained over the duration of use. In

addition, it limits the maximum thrust level and requires that the engine operate

within specified transient thrust overshoot and steady state thrust oscillation. The
particular minimum and maximum thrust limits are presented on Figure 2 which
also contains all the test data for the units tested during this program as well as
prior test results on the EEU and PRAT units.

The data on Figure 2 shows that ail units tzsted (EEU, PRAT and EEUR) were within
specification requirements over the normal operating range with minor exceptions;
most notably the PRAT unit which was tested to a duty cycle known to produce high
catalyst bed A P buildup and resultant reduced propellant flow. The two outlying
points were the last two runs in the prior mission. In all other cases, borderline
points were in some respect overparameter tests with respect to requirements.

Data below 100 psia and above 286 psia are outside the normal operating range and
need not meet the requirements. Actually, the sharp change in characteristic at
the low end of the range is caused by decavitation of the venturi at the low flow limit
with associated change in propellant flow characteristic.

The transient thrust reqirement permits a starting peak between 520 and 1000 lbf
and steady state thrust oscillations between t23 and -45 lbf depending upon propellant
pressure. These limits are well above characteristics demonstrated by all units
tested. Figure 3 presents a typical test trace for an acceptance test at the beginning
of engine life, and a trace from the last test conducted. These traces show no over-
shoot and insignificant thrust oscillations over an operating span of 2,295,000 lbf-sec.

Useful thrust chamber life is determined by the peculiar requirements of a given
application; i. e., it may be over when thrust produced at a specified propellant
pressure falls outside narrow tolerance limits or it may be over when the unit no
longer produces any thrust upon command. Between these extremes in producing
thrust, the life can be measured in terms of chamber pressure transient overshoot,
chamber pressure roughness, total impulse, specific impulse, system pressure
drop or number of firings. Consequently, life is a matter of definition, and tends
to be defined by users in terms of their needs and suppliers in terms of their par-
ticular unit characteristics.

By most standards, the end of life was not attained on any of the engines tested.
Starting overshoot was not significant on even the last runs of any of the units tested.
Roughness was insignificant over the total test span on each unit. Total impulse
accumulated was impressive relative to requirements and specific impulse was high
relative to theoretical maximum right down to the last firings. Total impulse capa-
bility in excess of 2,000,000 lbf-sec was demonstrated during this program as indi-
cated in Table HI.

6
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TABLE II

IMPULSE CHART

Requirement Demonstrated

EEU PRAT EEUR

Single Burn 780,000 178,600 362,700
165,000 lbf-sec

Total Impulse 2,295,000 1,093,449 1,552,341
760,000 lbf-sec

4

This is almost three times the life requirement. Single burn capability of 780,000
lbf-sec was also demonstrated in this program, a figure several times the specifica-
tion requirement. Since all of these tests were concluded according to plan rather
than for cause, the total impulse limit has yet to be established.

The propellant injection technique used in the Kidde engine promntes high specific
impulse over the flow range, a characteristic attributed to the fL ci that the percent-
age of flow out the end of the distribution tubes increases with &c' t. Flow rate.
This results in deeper average propellant injection into the catalyst bed aW 'zwer
flow conditions, and consequently smaller distance for decomposes gase- to travel
through the remaining catalyst bed. Dissociation of ammonia (an endothermic
reaction) is thereby reduced allowing the higher energy working fluid to reach the
nozzle plenum. The specific impulse chbra,.teristic is shown on Figure 4 for all
testing on EEU, PRAT and EEUR. Over the normal operating range, the specific
impulse is always in excess of 230 lbf-sec/lbm during the test duration.

The number of ambient temperature firings and the sequence of these firings has a
demonstrated Influence on the thrust chamber life characWriste.. Specifically, back
to back ambient temperature starts cause more rapid degradation of the catalyst bed
pressure drop, a potential life limiting parameter. Alternate hot and cold starts
have a restraining effect on the buildup in catalyst bed pressure drop tending to
prolong life characteristics. Details of the theory behind these influences are
presented in subsequent sections.

The total firing capability of the subject units is presented in Table MI for each of
the units tested, along with specified start requirements.
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TABLE III

TOTAL FIRINGS

Requirement Demonstrated

EEU PRAT EEUR

51 Ambient Starts 51 43 67

58 Hot Starts 52 32 66

109 Total Starts 1n3 75 133

The EEU and EEUR were subjected to pair firing missions and easily equaled or

exceeded specification requirements. The PR-A T unit was subjected to a single

ambient start firing mission which caused pressure drop buildup and subsequent

venturi decavitation, an undesirable event but not necessarily an end of life factor.

The peak pressure drop buildup was attained during program testing, indicating

that the unit could still be subjected to further testing. In other words, the data in

Table III is a result accumulated at the end of tests planned and and not a limit where

any failure occurred.

5. MEASUREMENT ACCURACY REVIEW

The data acquisition system used for this program is shown in block diagram

fcrm on Figure 5. The output signal from the sensing elements are condi-

tioned, amplified, converted and displayed as indicated. The measurement

errors associated with the sensing element and each of the signal conditioning

steps, as well as calibration errors and zero shift errors on chamber pressure and

thrust have been evaluated to produce the Performance Data Variability Summary

presented on Table IV. This summary gives variability over the full range of TCA

operation and includes measured test parameters and computed performance
parameters.

The transducer zero shift profile relative to the time int3 each firing has not been

established. Thc size of the shift is measured, for thrust and chamber pressure, at

the end of each firing and a linear shift with time is assumed for pulposes of correct-

Ing data integrated over the whole firing. The last data slice (thrust and chamber

pressure) of each firing Is corrected using the zero shift existing at the end of each

run. Accuracies stated for thrust and chamber pressure in Table IV are based upon

corrected final data slices. All data printout during a single firing includes any

inaccuracy resulting from a zero shift. However, the zero shift is small for short

runs and can be assumed even smaller at the 20 second point into each firing where

most of the plotted data is taken. Consequently, the effect of Ignoring zero shift

does not significantly influence any comparisons, correlations or conclusions drawn

from the data plotted.

11
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SECTION II

ENGINEERING EVALUATION UNIT (EEU) WASHOUT
AND REPRESSURIZATION TEST 4

1. INTRODUCTION

The Engineering Evaluation Unit was initially built to evaluate the influence of a pair
firing duty cycle on life characteristics. Concern about the influence of pair firings
developed as a result of prototype testing, where premature specific impulse degra- A
dation was encountered and associated with pair firings. This type duty cycle had.
not previously been accomplished on a flight configuration thrust chamber.

Premature performance degradation, termed washout, had previously been encoun-
tered and was initially related to test conditions including propellant temperature,
total impulse accumulated and the number of ambient temperature starts accumu-
lated. Subsequently, correlation was established between injector (distribution
tube) flow characteristics (percentage end Iflow) and washout tendency which indi-
cated that an average end flow in the 49-50% range would improve washout resist-
ance. This led to a decision to build the EEU incorporating predicted washout
resistant distributor flow characteristics and to conduct a pair firing duty cycle
which would accumulate a large total impulse and a large number of ambient tem-
perature starts. The average flow characteristics used were obtained from analysis
of prior unit performance which contained distribution tube flow characteristics
above and below the optimum percentage.

The critical components in the fabrication of the thrust chamber are the manifold and
the distribution tubes. These form the injection system. All manifolds and distri- 4
bution tubes are subjected to component testing against established limits as a basis
for acceptance or rejection. From this stock of acceptable components, an EEU
manifold and a ship-set of (37) distribution tubes was selected, the latter set to a
49-600% average percentage end flow. Summary test data for the manifold and the
37 distribution tubes selected is presented in Appendix III.

Prior to testing conducted under this program, the EEU was subjected to a standard
acceptance test and a pair firing mission as described in Appendix Il. This testing
accumulated 4166 seconds of propellant flow time and 738,281 lb-sec of total impulse.
There was no indication of any washout tendency during this testing. Data plots
showing specific Impulse and thrust as a function of propellant pressure, catalyst
bed pressure drop as a function of acmilmuated impulse, and manifold temperature
as a function of accumulated impulse Is presented in Appendix IlI. Catalyst bed
pressure drop buildup was low in relation to prior unit characteristics through
mission testing confirming the prior observation that pair firings tend to reduce
buildup in catalyst bed pressure drop. However, the concern that washout would

4
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accompany the lowerAP buildup characteristics was not supported, leaving the
quantitative question of washout threshold locatton with respect to A P character-

istics. This question, along with the opportunity presented to obtain test data on a
unit in the latter stage of life, formed the basis for the proposal to test the EEU to
washout.

2. WASHOUT A'1D REPRESSURIZATION TEST

Two 5000-second firings at low thrust level were conducted on the EEU to evaluate
washout resistance. Both runs were completed without encountering washout. At
the 4800-second point in each run, a repressurization to high thrust level was
accomplished to evaluate the influence on specific impulse. In both Intances spe-
cific impulse increased to peak level and remained there for the duration of the run.

Thk first 5000-second firing was conducted using 70°F propellant and the second
firing was conducted using 53 - 55°F pro.'llant temperature. Both runs were madE.
with 100 psi propellant pressure and hardware in the 70 - 90°F range. Propellant
pressure was maintained until the repressurization point when it was increased to
290 psia and held there for the remainder of each run. Figure 3 presents sections
of the oscillograph traces from the second 5000-second firing which shows the start,
the repressurization and the shutdown characteristics. Also included is the startup
and shutdown characteristic of the EEU unit at approximately the same thrust level
during the acceptance test on that unit. These traces compare characteristics over
a span of 2.3 million pound-seconds total impulse.

Signs of washout were most evident during the second 5000-second bumr as several
downward excursionu of specific impulse occurred toward the end of the run. How-
ever, none of these excursions exceeded the selected washout limit definition of
-10 points of specific impulse below the peak attained during the firing. Peak spe-
cific impulse on the first run was 247+ lb-sec/lb. and minimum Isp Just before
repressurization was 243 lb-sec/lb. Peak specific impulse on the setcrnd run
was 245 lb-sec/lb. and minimum Isp Just before repressurization was 235+ lb-sec/
lb. Specific impulse after repressurization was 247 lb-sec/lb. on thk first firing
and 244 lb-sec/lb. on the second firing.

The change In catalyst bed pressure drop is presented in Figure 6 whh shows
upstream catalyst bed pressure In comparison with chamber pressure In the nozzle
plenum. The A P decreased from 30 psi near the start to about 10 pi before it

leveled out with respect to chamber pressure. Since the catalyst roebir assembly
pressure drop is in the order of 8 to 9 psia as a minimum before sig.flcant build-
up has occurred at the screen, the apparent steady state AP across le catalyst bed
was less then 2 psia, a level previously associated with washout conditims.

1
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Figure 7 presents the catalyst bed pressure drop history normalized to eliminate
the influence of the continuously changing flow profile of a decaying pressure pro-
pellant supply. The two points labeled "washout tests" are the runs mode during
this program.

The two 5000-secoad runs accumulated 1,557,900 lb-sec. total impulse, 777,800
lb-sec. on the first firing and 780, 100 lb-sec. on the second firing. Total propel-
lant consumed was 3200 pounds on the first firing and 3250 pounds on the Secnnd
firing producing 243. 6 lb-sec/lb. and 240.2 lb-sec/lb respective average specific
impulse during each firing.
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SECTION III

ENGINEERING EVALUATION UNIT (EEU) DISASSEMBLY

The EEU thrust chamber was subjected to a critical disassembly to determine in-

ternal component condition. The findings were normal with respect to previous
disassembly experience, though it was noted that the coarse catalyst retainer
screens and retainer plate were less deformed than most prior units disassembled.
Total catalyst lost was comparable with prior data, but fine catalyst lost from
partitions was less than prior units.

Prior to disassembly, the overall thrust chamber was x-rayed to examine general

internal condition. Some evidence of partition distortion was evident and this is
normal.

Disassembly of the thrust chamber was accomplished using an abrasive wheel to
slit the nozzle to shell girth weld. During this procedure, the engine is oriented
nozzle down in a milling machine and rotated slowly by the abrasive wheel in the
milling head. Once the weld is broken, the thrust chamber is re-oriented to the
nozzle up position in a holding fixture and the nozzle is easily removed. Figure 8
presents a view looking into the opened thrust chamber, with the support plate,
retainer plate and retainer screens in view.

The support plate and retainer plate are withdrawn using a pulling device in the
center threaded hole, leaving the retainer screws shown on Figure 9. Distortion
of partitions is indicated by the lack of parallelism betweer. ýhe partition pins pro-

truding through the screens. Distortion of partitions usually causes the partition
locator pins to jam in the support plate and lift the partitions out of the catalyst as
the support plate is withdrawn. This tendency is overcome by pushing the retainer
screens down as the plate is withdrawn, a procedure which is only partially effec-
tive and does place a strain on the screens and partitions. Figure 10 shows the
result after the retainer screens have been removed. In several partitions, these
strains have caused the partition screens to break, releasing their contents to some
degree. Otherwise, the coarse catalyst appearance was normal, and did not show
any signs of sintering.

The main catalyst bed was removed first in sections. Section A included the last
1/2-inch at the downstream end of the catalyst bed. Section B Is the next 1/2-inch
in the upstream direction. Section C and D were respectively the top and bottom
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half of the remaining catalyst with respect to the test position of the engine. The
catalyst from each of these sections was weighed and sifted separately to establiqh
post test particle size ranges. Partitions removed from the thrust chamber were
weighed to establish catalyst lost, x-rayed to determine internal condition and dis-
assembled to obtained contained catalyst. Figure 11 shows x-rays of partitions from
positions 21 to 27 which are typical of post test partition condition. Catalyst from
disassembled partitions was combined and sifted to establish post test particle size
range.

The results of coarse and fine catalyst analysis is presented on Tables V and VI,
which also include the similar data from previously disassembled units, and an
indication of the duty cycle imposed upon each unit.

Th3 total fine eatalyst removed from the partitions was 183.9 gis., allowing the
determination of 9.2 gins of catalyst lost from the partitions. The loss per parti-
tion varied from .2 to .6 gms over the 37 partitions contained and the overall
catalyst lost was 4.8% of that initially loaded in the partitions. In order to escape
from the partitions, particles must pass through the 40 mesh size opening of the
cylindrical partition screen.

Sieving the fine catalyst determined that 153.8 gins was still within the nominal in-
stalled size range, and 30. 1 gms was under the nominal specified size range. Of
the 30.1 gms under size, 7.9 gins was under 30 mesh and 5.7 gras was under 40
mesh. When compared to particle size range of a sample of new catalyst, which
shows 91. 7% in the nominal specified rance of 20-24 mesh, 8.2% smaller than 24
mesb but larger than 30 mesh,. 04% smaller than 30 mesh but larger than 40 mesh
and. 040/c smaller than 40 mesh, the degree of catalyst particle size breakdowns can
be established. This procedure is approximate since the new catalyst sample is a
representative sample only and not an actual sample of the catalyst packed in the EEU.

Based upon the percentages for new catalyst stated above, 177 gins of catalyst
larger than 24 mesh was installed in the EEU. Post test analysis shows 153.8 gins
remaining, indicating a breakup of 23.2 gins or 13.1% of that installed. Similarly,
1.5 gins of catalyst under 30 mesh was installed. Post test analysis shows 13.6
gins remaining, Indicating a gain in particles under 30 mesh of 12.1 gins. Since
the catalyst lost had to be under 30 mesh, the total fines under 30 mesh formed
was 21.4 gins or 11.1% of the total new partition catalyst installed. The same
technique is also used to establish that 14.2 gms of fines under 40 mesh size is
formed which represents 7.3% of the total new partition catalyst installed.

The total coarse catalyst removed from the main catalyst bed was 905. 1 gins,
allowing the determination of a total post test catalyst weight of 1080 gins (coarse
plus fine remaining). Total catalyst lost from the engine is then the difference
between the total packed (1151.4 gins) and that which remained after test or 62.4
gins. Knowing 9.2 gins was lost from the partition catalyst, the loss from the
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main bed of 53.1 gins is calculated. This figure Is 5. 5% of the Installed coarse
catalyst, and the total catalyst loss is 5.4% of the total catalyst initially installed
in the engine.

Sieving of the coarse catalyst determined that 34.2 gins or 9.2% of that installed had
broken down to particles smaller than will be retained on a 16 mesh screen. Of this
quantity, 7 gins was found to pass through a 40 mesh screen and could have escaped
from the engine. If this is added to the 53.1 gins of coarse catalyst which was lost,
a total of 60.1 gins of coarse catalyst which degraded to fines smaller than 40 mesh
particle size equivalent can be calculated. This Is 6.3% of the total coarse catalyst
(8 - 12 mesh) initially packed in the engine.

Twenty distribution tubes removed from the EEU thrust chamber were subjected to a
post test flow calibration as part of the disassembly task. The procedure used was
identical to that used to calibrate new distribution tubes as described in Appendix I.
The data obtained is presented in Table VII, which also includes the acceptance flow
calibration data for the same distribution tubes. If the averages given near the bottom
of the table, are compared on a "new" versus "used" basis, a trend of reduced area 4
flow is evident. Total end flow stays nearly constant, Indicating that a flow shift
from area 4 to area 3 has taken place. This change is explained by the slight bending
of distribution tubes over the life of the unit. A shift of this nature would support an
increased resistance to washout performance characteristics since more upstream
average injection cf propellant into the catalyst bed would occur.

Partition screens removed from the EEU thrust chamber were subjected to metal-
lographic analysis for effects of exposure to high temperature nitrogen and ammonia.
The results confirmed a deep penetration of the Hastelloy C screen wire material
and conversion of the alloy material to brittle nitrides. The degree of embrittle-
ment is indicated on Figure. 12, which shows the specimen analyzed, a samole of
the specimen mounted and two photomicrographs of specimen sectors at 50 times
and 500 times magnification. The nitride case is evident in these pictures.

A transverse section of the downstream end of the partition was selected for a speci-
men and mounted in Bakelite. After polishing, Marbles etch was applied to the
specimen. A dark etching layer accompanied by a light etching outer fringe was
revealed in the specimen wire. This structure Is composed of nitrides of chrom-
ium, molybdenum, iron, tungsten and vanadium. All five are known to form stable
nitrides. Micro-hardness readings confirm the high hardness of this layer which ts
typical of ultrided surfaces.

Additional micro-hardness readings taken at the center of the wire aross-section
revealed higher than "as fabricated" hardnese indicating diffmio of nitrogen and the
formation of nitrides which are not easily discernible In do miorostructure. Exam-
mation of the photomicrographs show the visible nitride layer In be .0028 to .004
inches thick which represente the major cross-sectton of the .010 Inch diameter wire.
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SECTION IV

PRODUCTION RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT TEST (PRAT)

UNIT CATALYST BED PRESSURE DROP BUILDUP EVALUATION

1. INTRODUCTION

The Production Reliability Assessment Test TCA was initially built to demonstrate
the reproducibility of production units for the second lot of flight articles. It was
the second unit build (EEU was fir3t) with controlled average distribution tube end
flow in the range of 49-50% of the total flow at low thrust conditions. Summary
test data for tbe. manifold and the 37 distribution tubes selected for this unit is
presented in Appendix IV.

Prior io testing conducted under this program the PRAT was subjected to a standard
acceptance test and a single firing mission (all ambient temperature starts) as
described in Appendix IV. This testing accumulated 4001 seconds of propellant
flow time and 711,013 lb-sec of total impulse. Data plots showing specific impulse
and th-rust as a function of propellant pressure; catalyst bed pregsure drop as a
function of accumulated impulse; and manifold temperature as a iunctlon of accumu-
lated impulse is presented in Appendix IV.

Catalyst bed pressure drop buildup was high In relation to prior unit characteristics
through mission testing, confirming the prior observation that sinL'le ambient tem-
perature start firings tend to increase buildup in catalyst bed pressure drop.

Near the end of mission life, theA P buildup exceeded the compensation capability
of the cavitating venturi at which point decavitation occurred and flow rate became
a function of the downstream pressure drops.

The pressure drop buildup continued throughout the mission which led to speculation
about the subsequent effect of highert.P buildup for longer mission requirements.
High&'"P could ultimately create excessive stress loading of internal parts, cause
overheating of the manifold and have an amplifying effect on performance degrada-
tion. However, should theL_.P characteristic level off, these potential problems
may never arise. Consequently, it was proposed to continue the single firing
sequence and establish theAP buildup characteristic for several more firings or
until a peak was established.

30
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2. CATALYST BED PRESSURE DROP BUILDUP EVALUATION

rwelve 22, 000 lb-sec. firings using 100*F propellant were conducted on the PRAT
unit to verify that the normalized catalyst bed pressure drop characteristic would
peak out as anticipated. Subsequently, five pair firings consisting of a 9300 lb--eec
firing and a 1200 lb-sec firing with 15 minutes off-time were accomplished, and this
was followed by 20 hot pulses of 6.9 second duration with 53.1 seconds off-time.
Both sequences were conducted to evaluate their influence on established catalyst
bed pressure drop characteristics, and both proved to have no significant influence
as established by a repeat 22, 000 lb-sec firing. Finally, a low-low thrust run was
undertaken (8.; psia propellant pressure) to evaluate stability characteristics under
the influence of high catalyst bed pressure drop and high total impulse effects.
Results verified stability equivalent to acceptance test performance. Figure 13
presents oscillograph traces for several test measurements taken during the final
PRAT firing.

On the first PRAT firing, one of the manifold metal temperature measurements
adjacent to the catalyst bed exceeded the in-run limit of 850"F causing an automatic
computer shutdown of the unit. This phenomenon was not unique having occurred on
other high catalyst bed AP units, near the end of mission testing where propellant
pressure is normally low. However, prior operation of this unit at the same 100F
propellant temperature and firing impulse, but at low inlet pressure had not resulted
in a manifold temperature shutdown, suggesting that the condition may be more
severe with higher inlet pressure. Propellant pressure for the PRAT test was ini-
tially 290 psia while propellant pressure near the end of normal mission testing Is
125 psia. Consequently, a decision was made to increase inlet pressure to the maxi-
mum level anticipated (400 psia) and continue the single ambient start 22, 000 lb-sec
firings rlong a new decay curve.

Four additional high manifold temperature shutdowns occurred after repressurization
in an every-other firing pattern starting at the 400 psla propellant pressure level.
However, below 280 psia propellant pressure, manifold temperature no longer
reached 850°F and there were no further automatic shutdowns.

Performnance obtained is presented on Figures 14 and 15 which also contain
prior test results on this unit for comparative purpov;5s. Figure 141s a composite
plot showing catalyst bed pressure drop and propellant Dlow as funcuons of accumu-
lated Imt•ulse over the full life of the PRAT unit. All of the prior firings are pre-
sented In the range up to 750,000 lb-sec. Subsequently, current program firings
are presented showing repressurtzatlon, the decaying flow and the catalyst bed
pressure drop characteristics. On these plots, catalyst bed premnre drop
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increases in early life and appears to decrease in later life, while in reality, the
normalized pressure drop increases rapidly in early life and peaks out in later life.
Figure 15 presents the catalyst bed pressure drop history, normalized to eliminate
the influence of the continuously changing flow profile of a decaying pressure propel-
lant supply. Normalizing methods are discussed in Appendix VI.

Figure 16 is also a composite plot showing manifold temperature T02 and upstream 7K
catalyst bed temperature T03 over the full life of the PRAT unit. T02 is not the
same temperature which produced the high manifold temperature shutdown conditions.
This data •hows a rising trend consistent with normalized catalyst bed pressure
drop, including a leveling off characteristic in later life.

The 43 firings conducted on the PRAT unit including 18 ambient temperature starts,
accumulated 362,436 lb-sec total impulse. Total propellant consumed was
1555. 7 lbs producing an average specific impulse of 233 lb-secAb. over the current
test program.
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SECTION V

ENGINEERING EVALUATION UNIT REBUILD (EEUR)

Rebuild of a thrust chamber to "as new" condition requires replacement of partition
assemblies, catalyst, thermocouples, retainer screens and the retainer plate. It
also requires verification of manifold reusability. Therefore, prior to reassembly
of the thrust chamber, the used manifold was subjected to a total flow test to assure
that no manifold blockage existed as a result of prior usage or the disassembly pro-
cedure. This check produced a flow of 47.055 lbs of water in 90.89 seconds using
an inlet pressure of 14 psig. This compares with a prior flow check of 47.096 lbs of
water in 90.57 seconds at the same inlet pressure. Based upon this result, it was
assumed that no blockage exists and that the individual element flow remained as
initially measured.

Each distribution tube used in the EEUR was subjected to a flow test inspection as a
basis for acceptance. Four flow tests were conducted on each distribution tube; two
at the high end of the flow range and two at the low end of the flow range. Inlet pres-
sure was set to obtain the required flow and the back pressure was adjusted to simu-
late the thrust chamber operating pressure. The distribution tube was fixtured to
collect flow from each of four areas as discussed in Appendix I , and the data from
areas 3 and 4 were compared with established limits.

A set of distribution tubes was selected from the stock of acceptable tubes which
resulted in a ship-set average area 4 flow at low flow conditions of 49% of the total
flow. The units selected are listed by serial number in Table VIII, which includes
the average (of two readings taken) high flow and low flow percentages for area 4,
end flow (area 3 plus area 4) and body flow (area 1 plus area 2) measurements.

The characteristics of the selected set of distribution tubes for the CUR are corn-
pared with the ship-sets for several prior units, including the origindl EEU build In
Table DX. The units are listed in chronological order since the :mplementation of
controls on ship-set average flow. The area 4 flow and the total end flow are pre-
sented along with the range of measurements which make up the average. It is seen
that the EEUR is basically in the range of all compared units, but Is on.the high side
of average area 4 flow and total end flow at high flow conditions.

Selected distribution tubes were assembled into partitions and ultimately installed
into the thrust chamber at final assembly. These EEUR assembly steps are identical
to those described in Appendix I.
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SECTION VI

ENGINEERING EVALUATION UNIT REBUILD (EEUR)
LIFE EVALUATION TEST

The EEUR was subjected to an acceptance test, and a mission test to establish f.
relationships and to evaluate total life characteristics. The former included eight
firings, two from ambient temperatures; the first five were at 290 psia propellant
pressure and the last three were at 105 psia propellant pressure. These represent
the high and low ends of the normal operating range.

The mission test presented in Table X includes 124 firings, of which 63 were
started from ambient temperature. The first two firings were of 30,000 lb-sec and
4000 lb-sec duration. The next 60 pair firings were nominally of 11,000 lb-sec and
1000 lb-sec duration with 45 minutes off-time between pairs. The last two firings
were 2400 second duration endurance runs to test EEUR washout resistance.

Propellant temperature on all firings except the last firing was 70*F. Propellant
temperature for the last firing was reduced to 52°F in an attempt to reduce operating
time to washout. While the lower temperature did reduce the specific impulse level
throughout the run it did not produce washout performance as defined (a fall-off of
10 points below the peak value attained during a run).

The mission propellant pressure profile included an initial decaying pressure phase
from 284 *4 psia down to 75 1-3 psia, a repressurization to 400 *5 psia after the
38th firing and a final decaying pressure phase from 400 *5 psia to 124 -13 psia at
the beginning of the first 2400 second firing. During both 2400 second firings, the
propellant pressure was allowed to decay from 124 *3 psla to 100 +3 psia at which
point the pressure was regulated to hold 100 *3 psia for the duration of the firing.
The decaying pressure portion of these runs lasted approximiately 1000 seconds.

All testing was completed successfully. The acceptance test hot firing compared
favorably with prior acceptance test data. Initial catalyst bed AP at 20 seconds into
the first firing was 20.6 psia, a mid-range value. Figure 17 shows the initial
catalyst bed pressure drop as well as a histogram of this pressure drop over the
life of the unit. Propellant flow is also included in this figure. In the first 300,000
lb-sec of the mission test the catalyst bed pressure drop increased slowly as propel-
lant pressure and flow dropped off rapidly. With repressurizatlon, the flow
increased 160 percent and the catalyst bed presuon, drop increased 73%. There-
aftcr, the catalyst bod pressure drop decreased with flow until the first deboost :
"firing where a test procedural problem was encountered.

Figure 18 presents the catalyst bed pressure drop history normalized to eliminate
the influence of the continuously changing flow profile of a decaying pressure propel-
lant supply. The normalization method shown is one method of several which may
be used to extract the tnflueuce of changing flow. Normalization is discussed as a
separate subject in Appendix VI.
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TABLE X

PLANNED EEUR DUTY CYCLE

Propellant Propellant
Pulse Pressure On-Time Off-Time Pulse Pressure On-Time Off-Time
No. (psia) (Seconds) (Minutes) No. (psia) (Seconds) (Minutes)

1 285*4 142 *.1 45 +5 25 97 *4 85.8 k. 1 45 +5

2 21014 20.6 E.1 - 26 93*4 8.1,*.1 -

3 202 4 57.0+.1 45+5 27 93 :-4 88.1*.1 45+.5

4 185*4 5.6h.1 - 28 89*4 8.3+.1 -

5 184*4 59.6+.1 45 -15 29 89-4 90.5 h.]1 45 *5

6 168.4 5.7 +.1 - 30 86+4 8.5 *:.1 -

7 167 *L4 62.7 4:.1 45 *5 31 86*14 92.8 *. 1 45 *:5

8 154*4 6.0 k.I - 32 83 *3 8.8+.l -

9 153 *4 65.8+..1 45 * 33 83 *3 96.5 *.I 45 *5

10 144*4 6.3 -. 1 - 34 80*3 9.21.1 -

11 143*4 68.4+.1I 45 * 35 80 *3 107.3 *. 1 45+5

12 133*4 6.5 *.1 - 36 77-*3 10.0+.1 -

13 132 *4 71.0+.1 45*5 37 77*3 106.00 1. 45 ±5

14 125*4 6.7+.1 - 38 75-3 10.4 .1 -

15 125 *4 73.0+.1 45 *5 39 400*5 40.1 *.1 45 *15

16 117 *4 6.9+-.1 - 40 372*5 3.7 .1 -

17 117 *4 75.2 *b. 1 45 *5 41 370 *5 41.5*.1 45 *5

18 110 *4 7.2=.]1 - 42 356*5 3.9 *.. -

19 110 *4 78.3 *.. 45 *5 43 355 *5 42.5 *. 1 45 *5

20 105 *4 7.4 .1 - 44 341 *5 4.1 *.1 -

21 105*4 80.8. 45 *5 45 340*5 43.3 *. 1 45 *5

22 101 *4 7.6 *.1 - 46 327*5 4.1 *.. -

23 101 *4 83.5 *. 1 45 *5 47 326 *5 44.1 *.1 45 *5

24 97 *4 7.9 *.1 - 48 314 *5 4.1 *.1 -
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TABLE X ld

PLANNED EEUR DUTY CYCLE

Propellant Propellant
Pulse Pressure On-Time Off-Time Pulse Pressure On-Time Off-Time
No. (psia) (Seconds (Minutes No. (Psta) (Seconds (Minutes

49 313 ±5 45.2 :. 1 45 E5 73 207 -E3 55.7 *k. 1 45 *5

50 301 ±5 4.1 *.1 - 74 202+_3 5.2 1. 1 -

51 300 +5 46.3 1. 1 45 k5 75 201 *3 56.5 *. 1 45 :k5

52 291 +4 4.3 1. 1 - 76 195 *-3 5.2*:.1 - I
53 290 -4 47.2 -k. 1 45 *:5 77 195 *:3 57.3+.1. 45 *5

54 281 -4 4.4 h. 1 - 78 190 +3 5.3 E. 1 -

55 280 -4 48.1 ±.1 45 +5 79 190 k3 58.2 *.1 45 ±5

56 271 4 4.5 -. 1 - 80 185*3 5.4:k.1 -

57 270 +4 49.0 k. 1 45 *5 81 185+3 58.91.]1 45 +5

58 261 +4 4.6 *h.1 - 82 180-3 5.5 *.1 -

59 260 4 49.9 1. 1 45 *5 83 180 *3 59.7 *. 1 45 5

60 251 +4 4.7 *h.1 - 84 176 *3 5.5+._I -

61 250 :k4 50.8 *:. 1 45 +5 85 176*3 60.5 *. 1 45 *5

62 242 *:4 4.7 *. 1 - 86 173 *3 5.6 *.1 -

63 241 +4 51.8 :. 1 45 ±5 87 173 *3 61.2 *. 1 45 +5

64 235 +4 4.8 k.1 - 88 170 *3 5.7 *.1 -

65 234 4 52.6 *.1 45 *5 89 170 *. 62.1 *..1 45 *:5

66 228 *4 4.9 *.1 - 90 167 3 5.8 *.1 -

67 227 +4 53.5 k. 1 45 *5 91 167*3 62.9 *. 1 45 +5

68 222 -4 5.0 *.1 - 92 164 *3 5.8 *.1 -

69 221*4 54.2*. 1 45 *5 93 164*3 63.7 *... 45 *5

70 215*4 5.0*.1 - 94 161+3 5.9*.] -

71 214 +3 55. *.1 45*5 95 161*3 64.4 *.1 45-*5

72 208 *3 5.1 *.1 - 96 158* 3 6.0*.1. -

424
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I
TABLE X (Cont)

PLANNED EEUR DUTY CYCLE

Propellant Propellant
Pulse Pressure On-Time Off-Time Pulse Pressure On-Time Oft-Tune
No. (psia) (Seconds (Minutes) No. (psia) (Seconds) (Minutes)

97 158 :3 65.1 :1. 1 45 15 111 137 *3 69.8 L-. 1 45 *5

9A 155 *3 6.0 *.1 - 112 135*3 6.4 *.1 -

99 155 *:3 65.7 *.1 45 +5 113 135-3 70.5 .1 45 E5

100 152 +*3 6.1 *.1 - 114 133 *3 6.5*.1 -

101 152 *3 66.3 *.1 45 *5 115 133 k3 71.2 *. 1 45 4:5

102 149 +3 6.1 *.1 - 116 131 +3 6.6+.1 -

103 149 *3 67.0 *.1 45 *5 117 131 *3 71.8 k.1 45 *5

104 146*3 6.2 *.1 - 118 129 *3 6.6i.1 -

105 146 k3 67.6 k. 1 45 5 119 129+3 72.3 .1 45 +5

106 143 *3 6.3 *.1 - 120 127 *3 6.7 -. 1 -

107 143+3 68.4 .1 45 *5 121 127+3 72.8 *.1 45 *-5

108 140 *3 6.3+.1 - 122 124 *3 6.7 *. 1 -

109 140 +3 69.1 *.1 45*5 123 124 *3 2400 - 4
110 137+3 6.4 .1 - 124 124 *3 2400 -

A
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In the process of revamping ullage tankage to meet changed endurance firing re-

quirements, a bleed line normally left open should have been closed, but was over-

looked. When the first endurance firing was attempted, nitrogen passed through the
bleed line from an ullage tank and joined the propellant entering the engine. The
result was a nitrogen ingestion firing which produced low flow, low thrust and
erratic stability. The unit was shut down after 85 seconds of operation under this
condition and recycled through the cooldown process. The problem was discovered
and corrected before the cooldown was completed.

Subsequently a successful endurance firing was accomplished without any sign of
washout performance characteristics. However, a step change in the 20 second data
slice AP characteristic was noted which probably occurred because the catalyst bed
was reoriented by a nitrogen ingestion firing. The remainder of the points are in-
run pressures showing the decay and regulated portions of the first endurance run.

Performance characteristics- are presented on Figure 19 and in Table XI. The
plot shows a smooth propellant pressure-thrust characteristic down to about 140 lbs
thrust where venturi decavitation occurs causing an inflection in the flow character-
istic. Specific impulse characteristics also presented generally follow the same
type characteristic, though the scatter in data is more severe. However, when de-
cavitation occurs, the specific impulse also shows a significant decrease. Table XI
presents corresponding 20 second data and the total impulse accumulated during
each run.

Catalyst bed and manifold temperature characteristics are presented in Figure 20
at the end of each mission firing. The levels attained in this test series are all well
within acceptable units as is expected from a relatively low catalyst bed pressure
drop engine. The effects of repressurization are not noticeable in manifold metal
temperatures, but are of significance in the catalyst bed temperatures, especially
the mid-bed temperature. This factor indicates the greater use of the bed due to
increased upstream injection with increased flow.

Oscillograph traces presented in Figures 21, 22, and 23 show start, in-run, and
shutdown characteristics for high and low thrust runs in the acceptance test, com-
parable thrust level runs in later life, and the minimum and maximum thrust level
runs in the mission which occurred just prior to and just after repressurization.

Figure 21 compares a -high thrust acceptance test run and a similar thrust level run
about 350, 000 lb-sees later in the mission after repressurization. Startup, stability
and shutdown characteristics are comparable. Figure 22 compares a low thrust
acceptance test firing with the second 2400 second endurance firing which present
the comparison of characteristics over approximately 1.5 million pound-seconds of
operation. Characteristics shown are zquivalent and most satisfactory. Figure 23
compares minimum thrust characteristics before repressurization (propellant pres-
sure 75 psia) with maximum thrust characteristics after repressurization (propel-
lant pressure 406 psia). These results show no overshoot at startup and no signifi-
cant oscillation over the complete operating range of the thrust chamber.
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TABLE XI

EEUR PERFORMANCE DATA

Catalyst

Propellant Chamber Pressure Specific

Pressure Thrust Pressure Drop at Impulse Total

Run at 20 Sec. On-Time at 20 Sec. at 20 Sec. 20 Sec. at 20 Sec. Impulse

No. (psia) (Seconds) (Lbs) ( a (psia) _ (Sec) (Lb-Sec)

3332 280.8 142 243 74.0 25.6 238.5 33780

3333 204.5 20.6 207 64.1 25.3 237.7 4208

3334 195.8 57.0 201.5 62.0 23.8 235.8 11430

3335 5.6 1025

3336 179.6 59.6 192.7 59.4 23.8 235.3 11430

3337 5.7 992

3338 162.3 62.7 183.1 56.6 23.7 234.6 11440

3339 6.0 999

3340 152.5 65.8 175.6 55.0 23.6 232.9 11520

3341 6.3 1008

3342 142.1 68.4 169.5 52.7 23.5 233.0 11560

3343 6.5 993

3344 132.4 71.0 162.4 50.6 23.4 231.8 11150

3345 6.7 994

3346 122.7 73.0 156.5 48.9 23.3 231.4 11380

3347 6.9 990

3348 115.6 15.2 151.8 47.4 23.6 231.0 11380

3349 7.2 991

3350 109.9 78.3 146.0 45.7 24.3 229.8 11430

3351 7.4 961

3352 103.1 80.8 140.3 43.9 24.3 227.8 11380

3353 7.9 1003

3354 99.7 83.5 138.0 43.2 24.7 229.6 11550
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TABLE XI (Cont)

EEUR PERFORMANCE DATA

Catalyst

Propellant Chamber Pressure Specific

Pressure Thrust Pressure Drop at Impulse Total

Run at 20 Sec. On-Time at 20 Sec. at 20 Sec. 20 Sec. at 20 Sec. Impulse

No.. (psia) (Seconds) (Lbs) (psia) (psia) (Sec) (Lb-Sec)

3355 8.1 982

3356 97.5 85.8 131.4 41.5 26.1 226.5 11450

3357 8.3 953

3358 90.6 88.1 122.9 38.9 25.6 225.7 10960

3359 8.5 936

3360 87.0 90.5 118.9 37.6 25.7 226.3 10900

3361 8.8 932

3362 84.7 92.8 114.6 36.3 25.8 224.3 10820

3363 9.2 941

3364 81.7 96.5 110.4 35.2 25.8 224.4 10850

3365 10.0 994

3366 - - Lost Data - - -

3367 10.0 951

3368 76.0 106.0 101.4 32.1 25.6 221.9 11080

3369 10.4 956

3370 397.3 40.1 286.9 87.8 44.8 237.1 11410

3371 3.7 954

3372 358.6 41.5 273.2 83.7 43.0 237.2 11250

3373 3.9 984

3374 347.9 42.Z 268.2 81.9 42.0 236.7 11320

3375 4.1 1015

3376 332.8 43.3 262.2 80.5 41.4 236.5 11260

3377 4.1 982

3378 317.8 44.1 256.1 78.9 41.3 236.0 11230
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TABLE XI (Cont)

EEUR PERFORMANCE DATA

Catalyst

Propellant Chamber Pressure Specific

Pressure Thrust Pressure Drop at Impulse Total

Run at 20 Sec. On-Time at 20 Sec. at 20 Sec. 20 Sec. at 20 Sec. Impulse

N...o. (psia) (Seconds) (Lbs) (pssia)i psIa). (Sec) (Lb-Se)

3379 4.1 963

3080 307.0 45.2 252.2 77.4 40.2 236.5 11310

3381 4.1 944

3382 296.9 46.3 247.0 75.7 40.1 235.9 11380

3383 4.3 984

3384 284.6 47.2 243.0 74.8 38.9 236.6 11400

3385 4.2 982

3386 275.5 48.1 239.2 73.3 38.5 236.7 11410

3387 4.2 984

3388 267.4 49.0 227.3 72.0 38.5 228.5 11460

3389 4.2 
991

3390 256.6 49.9 230.3 70.9 38.6 235.7 11430

3391 4.2 990

3392 247.0 50.8 225.4 69.2 38.0 235.2 11410

3393 4.2 979

3394 240.0 51.8 222.0 68.2 38.0 235.3 11450

3395 4.2 986

3396 230.7 52.6 218.6 67.5 37.1 236.0 11430

3397 -

3398 225.3 53.5 215.5 66.3 36.6 235.9 11470

3399 5.0 988

3400 218.7 54.2 211.8 65.5 37.0 235.1 11450

3401 5.0 
976
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TABLE XI (Cont)

EEUR PERFORMANCE DATA

Catalyst
Propellant Chamber Pressure Specific
Pressure Thrust Pressure Drop at Impulse Total

Run at 20 Sec. On-Time at 20 Sec. at 20 Sec. 20 Sec. at 20 Sec. Impulse
No. (psia) (Seconds) (Lbs) (psia) (psia) (Sec) (Lb-Sec)

3402 211.3 55.0 - 64.3 36.9 - 11440

3403 5.1 980

3404 204.5 55.7 205.5 63.5 36.0 235.3 11400

3405 5.2 986

3406 200.9 56.5 202.4 62.8 35.9 234.5 11370

3407 5.2 958

3408 192.8 57.3 197.7 61.4 34.7 233.4 11300

3409 5.3 971

3410 187.1 58.2 196.1 60.7 34.8 234.3 11390

3411 5.4 973

3412 184.6 58.9 193.5 60.1 34.7 233.6 11370

3413 5.5 974

3414 178.4 59.7 190.9 59.0 33.7 234.1 11360

3415 5.5 964

3416 173.6 60.5 189.0 58.6 33.4 234.5 11410

3417 5.6 975

3418 17.7 61.2 188.7 58.2 33.6 235.1 11520

3419 5.7 992

3420 169.2 62.1 185.7 57.4 33.7 234.3 11520

3421 5.8 994

3422 165.1 62.9 183.5 56.8 33.5 233.9 11540

3423 5.8 982

3424 163.0 63.7 182.0 56.7 33.1 234a1 11560
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TABLE XI (Cont)

EEUR PERFORMIANCE DATA

Catalyst
Propellant Chamber Pressure Specific
Pressure Thrust Pressure Drop at Impulse Total

Run at 20 Sec. On-Time at 20 Sec. at 20 Sec. 20 Sec. at 20 S,c. Impulse
No_. psia) (Seconds) (Lbs) (psia) (psia) (Sec) (LbSec)

.,P-125 5.9 996
3426 159.5 64.4 180.6 55.5 32.9 234.2 11650
3427 6.0 1008
3428 155.5 65.1 179.3 55.2 32.2 235.0 11650
3429 6.0 994
3430 154.5 65.7 177.1 55.3 32.7 233.8 11640
3431 6.1 1004
3432 151.3 66.3 176.0 54.5 32.2 234.5 11650
3433 6.1 992
3434 148.5 67.0 174.4 54.6 32.1 234.6 11660
3435 6.2 1000
3436 144.9 67.6 172.7 53.4 32.0 233.9 11630
3437 6.3 997
3438 144.5 68.4 169.5 53.0 31.7 231.7 11560
3439 6.3 980
3440 139.7 69.1 167.3 52.0 31.1 232.7 11530
3441 6.4 992
3442 137.2 69.8 167.6 52.0 30.2 235.0 11650
3443 6.4 982
3444 133.2 70.5 165.8 51.7 30.2 234.7 11700

3445 6.5 982
3446 132.3 71.2 164.6 51.4 30.0 234.4 11700
3447 6.6 992
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TABLE XI (Cont)

EEUR PERFORMANCE DATA

Catalyst

Propellant Chamber Pressure Specific

Pressure Thrust Pressure Drop at Impulse Total

Run at 20 See. On-Time at 20 See. at 20 Sec. 20 Sec. at 23 Sec. Impulse

No. (psia) (Seconds. (Lbs) (psia) psta (See) (Lb-Sec)

3448 131.6 71.8 163.9 51.2 30.6 233.7 11740

3449 6.6 994

3450 129.3 72.3 162.9 50.8 29.6 233.5 11770

3451 6.7 993

3452 126.4 72.8 160.9 49.9 29.9 233.0 11680

3453 6.7 978

3454 - - Aborted - - - -

3455 120.0 2400 151.0 47.8 34.1 228.2 358700

3456 122.2 2400 154.7 48.2 34.2 230.7 362700

53
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The 125 firings conducted on the EEUR, including 66 ambient temperature starts I
accumulated 1, 552,341 lb-sec total impulse. Total propellant consumed was 6572

pounds producing an average specific impulse of 236 lb-sec/lb over the acceptance

and mission task. The two 2400 second burns produced single firing total impulse

of 358,700 lb-sec and 362, 700 lb-sec. respectively.
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SECTION VII

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This program was a continuation of performance evaluation on a thrust chamber
design with a sizable previous test experience. Based upon this experience, specific
problem areas are known, and analysis methods have been established. Therefore,
analysis of results under this program takes the form of comparing these results
with prior analysis in specific areas of concern, namely, washout, catalyst bed
pressure drop, specific impulse and manifold temperature.

1. WASHOUT CHARACTERISTICS

a. Washout Capability

The occurrence of washout In the engine is characterized by a continual
downstream movement of the average decomposition zone in the catalyst
bed which eventually results in some undecomposed propellant leaving
the bed. As the decomposition zone moves downstream, the catalyst
bed pressure drop decays due to the shortened bed length through which
the decomposition gases ppqs. The specific impulse during the firing
reflects the downstream movement of the decomposition zone in that it
first increases in value due to reduced ammonia dissociation as the
effective bed length becomes shortened, and then it decreases in value
as undecomposed propellant begins to leave the bed. A 10 lb-sec/lb
decay In specific impulse has been arbitrarily designated as "washout".
However, when specific impulse has reached a peak value and begins to
decay, the bed has begt.n to discharge undecomposed propellant so that
the engine is operating in "incipient" washout even though a 10 lb-sec/lb
decay has not yet occurred in the firing.

The Engineering Evaluation Unit (EEU) was subjected to two 5000 second
duration firings to determine its washout capability. The unit hi.d com-
pleted a 45 pair firing mission and deboost firing prior to these washout
firings. The first washout firing was performed with 70OF propellant
and a plot of its specific impulse and catalyst bed pressure drop is s~hown
in Figure 24. The sbpe of the specific Impulse and the pressure drop
are characteristic of the washout phenomena of the engine. Pressure
drop continually decays with time from the start of the firing while spe-
cific Impulse climbs to a peak value and then slowly decays until washout
occurs. The peak cue corresponds to the final condition where propel-
lant is not leaving the bed in an undecomposod state. Thereafter, the
decay in specific impdlse occurs because increasingly more propellant
is leaving the bed undecomposed. The decay in the bed pressure drop
reflects the downstream movement of the mean decomposition zone.
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The maximum decay from the peak value of specific irapelse in the 700F
firing was 4. 6 seconds which is less than the arbitrarily established
washout definition of a 10 second decay in specific impulse; therefore,
the engine did not washout according to this definition; bowever, the
washout decay phenomena in both specific impulse and bed pressure drop
were evident and show that the engine was in an incipient washout mode
and that if the firing were to continue long enough, the washout specifi-
cation of a 10 second specific impulse decay would eveatually be reached.
A rough estimate of about 10,000 seconds run time to washout can be
made by extrapolation to the time where the bed pressure drop would
"have equaled the retainer screen pressure drop indicating passage of the
decomposition zone out of the bo-d.

Referring to Figure 24, this estimation can be visualized by noting that
the bed pressure drop is approximately 10 psi at 4800 seconds into the
firing and would be 7 psi if the firing had extended to 10,000 seconds
and if the pressure drop had continued to decay as indicated by the slope
of the pressure drop plot. The 7 psi value is arrived at by extrapolat-
ing the bed pressure drop from 4800 seconds to 10,000 seconds firing
time at the same slope of the plot preceding 4800 secouds firing time.
This 7 psi bed pressure drop Includes the pressure drp across the
retainer screen located at the downstream end of the bed. However,
the retainer screen pressure drop was separately mesared and re-
corded as test data, and its value during the test firing was approxi-
mately constant at 7 psi. Since total bed pressure drop extrapolated to
10,000 seconds firing time equals the constant retainer screen pressure
drop of 7 psi, it would be expected that decomposition gases would be
flowing only through the screen and not through any portio of the bed at
10,000 seconds firing time. This condition can exist only if the bed is
on the verge of washout. Therefore, 10,000 seconds would be a reason-
able estimation of the expected time to washout in this firing. This
estimated washout time Is shown in Figure 25.

During development of the engiue, washout occurred earlier in life on
some engines especially for firings with low propellant temperatures,
indicating that parameters other than operation time sun significant In
determining the occurrence of washout. Consequently, a correlation
was formulated based on operational and configuration parameters which
best described the conditions under which washout codd be expected to
occur. This correlation Is presented In Figure 25. Aa overall wash-
out correlation parameter (W) is calculated based on So propellant
temperature during the particular firing under consideration, the total
impulse accumulated up to the firing, the number of ambert starts
accumulated up to the firing, and the particular angle sm 11ration
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build distributor tube average end flow. An influence coefficient for
each parameter was derived from the development engine's test data to
obtain a best fit for the correlation which resilts in a direct linear rela-
tionship of the logarithm of the time to washout with the overall washout
parameter W.

This type of plot permits direct comparison of the results to correlation
criteria or "family" characteristics obtained from the family of engines.
Final burn washout times for engines which have washed out and have
sufficient associated data with which to calculate a washout correlation
parameter value are shown for reference purposes. Pertinent correla-
tion criteria are the deviations of the test results from the mean correla-
tion. The statistical one, two and three standard deviation lines of the
correlation are shown for reference. As a simplified criterion, the
three standard deviation limit is recognized aE the boundary of random
variations with the probability of conformance to the correlation increas-
ing as the deviation decreases. A result lying beyond the three standard
deviation line is taken to be definite evidence that the result belongs to a
different characteristic. The estimated time of washout for the unit at
70°F propellant temperature is seen to lie outside previous engine data
scatter at approximately the two standard deviation line indicating a
possibility, but a low probability, that the result conforms to the correla-
tion. An additional 5000 second duration firing of the Engineering Evalua-
tion Unit (EEU) was performed with 557 propellant to attempt to deft -
nitely establish an actual time to washout. The specific impulse and bed
pressure drop for this firing are plotted in Figure 26 and show the same
general characteristics as those obtained with 707 propellant. However,
the peak value of specific impulse occurs earlier and its decay thereafter
is steeper than that which occurred with 707 propellant, such that the
maximum specific impulse decay was 9.9 seconds, practically reaching
the washout definition of a 10 second decay.

These observations indicate an actual definition washout time of about
5000 seconds for the second firing and this estimated time is so plotted
in Figure 25. This result lies outside the bounds of the correlation
indicating that another characteristic is operable. If it is assumed that
the impulse added by the long duration final mission burn and the first
washout firing are non-influential, the calculated washout parameter
value would be increased as indicated in Figure 25, resulting in a new
plot of this result, which would then lie within the correlation bounds but,
even so, would not probably be characterized by the correlation.

The rebuilt Engineering Evaluation Unit (EEMR) was subjected to two
2400 second duration extended firings, one with 70OF propellant tempera-
ture and the second with 52°F propellant. Tim unIt had completed a
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60 pair firing mission, including a repressurization after 18 pairs, and
an aborted final burn. The specific impulse and bed pressure drop decay
results are shown in Figures 27 and 28. The general character of the
plots is very similar to that of the EEU.

Since the firing durations of the EEUR tests were only half those of the
EEU, though the washout parameter values are about equal, evaluation
of the washout capability of the EEUR is not as readily obtained as that
of the EEU. The EEUR actual washout times are shown in Figure 25 as
2400 seconds, the run time, with arrow symbols indicating additional
capability of uncertain magnitude. About the most that can be ascertained
is that the EEUR results indicate a slightly lesser time to washout by
their earlier peaks and somewhat faster decay of specific impulse values.

The validity of the EEUR deboost firing results is obscured by the pre-
ceding aborted final burn which involved surging propellant flow and
thrust, which evidently resulted in an appreciable rise in bed pressure

'drop, the effect of which could conceivably be significant. Since there
is no known valid method of determining any added influence due to this
aborted run, it is presumptuous to evaluate the results directly, since
this effect would have to be Ignored. Nevertheless, the results do sug-
gest that the EEUR capability is probably comparable to that of the EEU,
and that the conclusions relative to the EEU probably apply to the EEUR.

b. Washout Recovery

Although a "washout", (arbitrarily defined as a 10 lb-sec/lb decay in specific
impulse during a firing) was not obtained in these tests, the specific impulse
decay during the 5000 second duration firings of the EEU was sufficient to con-
sider that the inception of the washout mode of operation had occurred near the
end of the firings such that umdecomposed propellant was beginning to leave the
bed. The unit was repressurized at the end of each firing to determine if the
bed would recover from this incipient washout condition; and it did recover.
However, the fact that the engine was not in a deep washout operating condi-
tion reduces the significance of the test result. Consequently, the results are
presented as applicable to "Incipient" washout rather than full washout. How-
ever, the results do tend to substantiate the gas pore-filling theory of washout
which would also apply to recovery from full washout.

At 4800 seconds into the firings of the EEU, the engine inlet pressure was
suddenly (in approximately 0.1 second) raised from the 100 psia level to
the 290 psia level resulting in an immediate increase in specific impulse and
bed pressure drop as shown In Figures 29 and 30. The specific impulse
in both repressurizatious recovered to near the peak value obtained previously
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during the firing before incipient washout began. The normalized
bed pressure drop increased markedly, the increase being 20 to 50%/t
in excess of that attributable to the flow rate increase, depending
upon the method used to normalize pressure drop.

The results indicate that the decompcs ition zone moved back upstream
farther into the bed, evidently bringing the engine back out of the in-
cipient washout mode for the remaining 200 seconds of firing time.
These recovery results indicate practical as well as academic phe-
nomena:

(1) An engine can be repressurized during a single firing and par-
tially recover some of its run time to washout and performance
capability in that particular firing. The degree of recovery of
run time to washout cannot be determined from these results as
the remaining firing duration of 200 seconds was too short.

(2) The evident movement of the decomposition zone upstream into
the bed upon repressurization tends to substantiate the gas pore-
filling theory of washout which is that the filling of the pores of
the catalyst with decomposition gases greatly reduces the acces-
sibility of the hydrazine to the major part of the catalyst activated
area, thereby effectively partially de-activating the catalyst for
the remain, 'er of the run. Shutdown of the engine permits expul-
sion of the pore gases and enables restarting of the bed. Likewise,
repressurization to a higher level of flow rate results in a sudden
increase in chamber pressure above that existing In the catalyst
pores such that hydrazine can again flow into the pores as in
starting.

2. CATALYST BED PRESSURE DROP

A normalized pressure drop technique is used to evaluate the catalyst bed pres-
sure drop test results. The derivation and rationale for the use of this technique
are presented in Appendix VI. Essentially this method evaluates bed pressure
drop, normalized for flowrate and chamber gas temperature, as a function of the
number of accumulated ambient start firings.

The results of the PRAT TCA tests In terms of the normalized pressure drop eval-
uation methods are shown in Figure 31. The initial firing of the program shows a
step increase in normalized pressure drop R. of about 5%. This firing was made
with a 290 psia TCA inlet pressure as compared to the 134 poia inlet pressure for
the last firing of the prior engine tests. Subsequent firings at higher (up tn 400 psia)
inlet pressures show even larger increases in Re. However, subsequent reduction
in Inlet pressure resulted in reduced R., indicating a different influence of flow
rate on Rc after the A P buildup has occurred.
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Review of data from simi' ar repressurizations occurring on other TCAs after mis-
sion completion and & P buildup indicatnd similar increases in Re. These in -
creases were plotted non-dimensionally as a function of flow rate in Figure 32, and
this plot is considered to be an additional empirically determined influence coeffi -
cient to be applied to Rc results obtained with repressurization after A P buildup
has occurred. Application of this additional correction factor to the PRAT TCA
data results in the Plot of Figure 33 of Re. versus the number of ambient starts.
Also shown on this plot is the A Rc correlation, previously established, for single
ambient firings plotted for A Rc = 0 for the initial mission firing. It is apparent
that the iRc buildup follows the ARc correlation within 3% of Rc throughout. It is
conceivable that the increase in bed pressure drop at repressurization could have
been related to the coincident resumption of test and the interim removal of the unit
from the test stand, however, the repressurization correlations established herein
tend to disprove this hypothesis.

4j
The duty cycle of the PRAT test program was largely based upon events and
results occurring during the test program and recognition of the nature of the
operational characteristics and requirements of the engine. The original test
plan called for 20 single ambient starts at 100°F propellant temperature, to
determine if the leveling-off of R. after 30 starts observed with 70°F propel-
lant temperature also occurs with 1007F propellant. The first firing at 290
psia inlet pressure resulted in an 8507F manifold temperature kill. Recogik-
ing that the repressurization was the probable cause of the excessive manifold
temperature, the inlet pressure was raised to the maximum value of 400 psta
to test the run time to kill at the most adverse cordition, with subsequent fir-
ings following a blowdown mode. After 12 firings, some of which experienced
manifold temperature kills, it was considered proven that Rc had reached a
plateau. Subsequently, 5 pair firings, followed by 20 hot starts, followed by
an ambient start firing were performed to determine If AP could be altered by
these types of firings at this stage in life. No significant change in normalized
AP occurred during these tests.

These results demonstrate the following:

a. The bed pressure drop R0 buildup characteristic for single ambient
starts applies over the range of 58 to 100F propellant temperature.
However, Rc must be corrected for repressurization in accordance
with Figure 32.

b. Pair firing or hot pulsing have no significant effect on single ambient
start pressure drop buildup after it reaches its R' plateau.
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Figure 34 is a plot of Rc versus the number of ambient starts for the Engineering
Evaluation Unit (EEU) mission. The 54th and 55th ambient starts were performed
under the test program and represent the two washout duration tests. The 54th
start normalized pressure drop shows about a 5% decline from the previous firing
of the EEU mission. No specific reason for the decline In normalized pressure
drop for the 54th start is known; It Is presumably associated with the interim
removal of the TCA from the test stand.

The pressure drop results of the rebuilt Engineering Evaluation Unit (EEUR)
in accordance with the normalization method are shown in Figure 35, with the
repressurization correction being applied to Figure 35 to obtain Figure 36

Superimposed on Figure 36 are the EEU results in terms of the established
ARc correlation and also the absolute value of Rc. The data for the two engines
compared on an absolute Rcc basis (Figure 36 ) indicates that although the
rebuild engine started with the lower value, Its higher buildup rate attending
the unusually low propellant flow rate of the final half of the initial blowdown,
caused the normalized AP to reach the same absolute value as the EEU at
repressurizatlon. It appears that the rebuild engine normalized pressure drop
peaked earlier than the EEU. The step increase in the bed pressure drop
occurring after the aborted gas surging deboost firing (start number 64) is
reflected in the Rc results.

The most reasonable interpretation of the pressure drop differences between
the EEU and the EEUR is that the EEUR pressure drop was initially lower,
followed the established ARc correlation up to the ambient start-where the
inlet pressure became less than that previously tested (85 psia) at about the

15th start where the flow rate was thereafter definitely decavitated and mark-
edly lower than that experienced in the EEU tests. It is surmised that this low
flow rate resulted in a more rapid buildup in normalized pressure drop than
had occurred with the EEU. The cause of this increased buildup rate Is uncer-
tain; perhaps it is the result of the longer gas bed length attending low flow
rates and consequent degradations of portions of the bed not normally used.
The more rapid buildup rate could conceivably lead to the earlier peak or
plateau of the EEUR normalized pressure drop as compared to the EEU.

In summary, it appears that the rebuild unit EEUR normalized bed pressure
drop results generally followed the EEU results which are tim basis of the pair
firing correlation, except that the lower decavitated flow rate of the last part
of the initial blowdown apparently caused a more rapid buildup than would be
accounted for by the correlation. This rapid buildup evidently resulted In an ,
earlier plateau and peak value of normalized pressure drop. It is worth indi-
eating that these differences are minor compared to the difkrences between
the single and pair firings pressure drop correlations. The increase In the
pressure drop of the two flMWl bum firings are the result of smglng thrust

chamber operation in the preceding firing caused by preswuat gas in the
lj feed system.
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3. SPECIFIC IMPULSE PERFORMANCE

Thruster performance as measured by Instantaneous specific impulse is plotted in

Figures 37, 38, and 39 for the three units. Superimposed on the plots is the cor-

relation established for the instantaneous specific impulse at 20 seconds after the

start of the firing. The correlation is based upon the results of TCA's X3R2, 1001,

1002, R001, R003 and is given in terms of thrust as

F 247.921 WFC - 12.848 * 1.77a

where:

F' = Vacuum thrust - LB

WFC Flow rate - LB/SEC

s Standard deviation

The specific impulse is obtained by dividing F' by WFC.

Figure 37 shows that the data from the Engineering Evaluation Unit tests all

lie between the correlation average and the upper limit, with most being very

close to the average. The two test results are 1 or 2 seconds higher than the

bulk of the prior results which can be attributed to normal variation.

Figure 38 shows that practically all of the results of the Engineering Evalua-

tion Unit Rebuild test data lie between the correlation average and the upper

limit with the great majority being close to the average.

Figure 39 shows that all of the PRAT unit results fall easily within the cor-

relation limits with the great majority being close to the average. The initial

test results are somewhat lower than the corresponding PEAT results perhaps

due to the effect of increased bed pressure drop on bed stay time, however,

the differences are small and within normal variation.

These results show that the test thrusters performancns combrm to the stab-

lished correlation. Extended missions and repress$satift net *Mset$ are

within normal variations of the correlation.
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4. MANIFOLD TEMPERATURE

The initial firing of the PRAT bed pressure drop test series resulted In automatic
abort when the outermost manifold temperature (T2B) reached 850oF a few seconds
before the completion of the 22,000 lb-sec impulse firing. This 850°F "kill" tem-
perature is based upon experience in that safe shutdowns have been performed up to
this temperature. Only the outermost of the three manifold temperatures (T2B,
T2A, T02 as shown in Figure 47 ) reached the limit, probably due to heat feed back
from the chamber wall. Manifold temperatures T2A and T02 located more towards
the center of the manifold were well below the "kill" limit as shown in Figure 40.
No unsafe shutdowns have been encountered so the true safe upper limit for rmani-
fold temperature is unknown. Since prior operation of this TCA at the same 100 0 F
propellant temperature and firing impulse but at a low inlet pressure had not
resulted in a manifold temperature kill, it was surmised that the high Inlet pressure
of 290 psia was the cause of the kill of the initial firing. Consequently, the inlet
pressure was raised to the highest level (406 psla) anticipated ia the vehicle system,
and fired until a manifold temperature kill occurred at about 89 seconds into the
firing which corresponds to approximately 26,0u" lb-sec impulse.

A blowdown cycle of inlet pressure was thereafter followed until kills no longer
occurred. In all, four firings resulted in manifold temperature kills. These
results are plotted in Figure 40 and the three manifold temperature transients
for the maximum pressure firing are plotted in Figure 40. Table XII summarizes
the results which indicate a somewhat erratic pattern to the kills.

Chronologically, a kill occurred during every other firing while the firing Impulse
varied from 18,000 to 26,000 lb-seconds with no correspondence to pressure level.
However, below an inlet pressure level of 280 psla no kills were eticountered.

i '
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TABLE XII

LONG DURATION PRAT TESTS -,MAXIMUM MANIFOLD TEMPERATURES

Start Maximum
Inlet Manifold Time into Run at

Run Pressure Temperature Thermo- Max. Temperature Type of
No. psia OF couple Seconds Shutdown

3300 289 850 T2B 84.1 Kill

3301 271 742 T2B 91.3 Normal

3302 406 850 T2B 86.8 Kill

3303 367 814 T2B 79.8 Normal

3304 333 850 T2B 73.4 Kill

3305 301 746 T2B 86.6 Normal

3306 280 850 T2B 75.2 Kill

3307 262 807 T2B 92.9 Normp!

3308 249 829 T2B 95.1 Normal

3309 230 797 T2B 99.6 Normal

3310 214 761 T2B 103.7 Normal

3311 206 748 T2A 100.0 Normal

Prior experience with high manifold temperatures has shown that the maximum
temperature experienced during a firing increases with increasing bed pressure
drop. The PRAT TCA had the high bed pressure drop associated with single
starts and experienced a maximum manifold temperature (T2B) of 7346F during
final burn at low inlet pressure. Increasing the inlet pressure to 280 psia on

the next run evidently provided sufficient additional heat input to increase this
temperature to the 850*F kill limit, which is in agreement with the general
trend of manifold tet. erat-.ire effects of inlet pressure level.

The erratic behavior of manifold temperature transient with respect to the
known causal factor of inlet pressure is unresolved and indicates that an area
of uncertainty exists in terms of the critical conditions of the causal factors.
It may be that if the kill limit was safely raised somewhat, all potential causal
factor conditions could be tolerated within this limit. The nature of Ihe tran-
sients indicates a peak followed by a slight decline !n manifold temperature
during the firing. Based upon Figure 40, the peak is likely nnt far above 8500F,
*n all likelihood less than 10007 which level may be 3afe for shutdown and tol-
erant of all potential conditions which could be verified by appropriate tests and
evaluations.
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SECTION VIII

CONC LUSIONS 4

ON4_ 4

1. WASHOUT CAPABILITY

The results demonstrate the ability of the engine to meet the requirements of future
missions with extended life capabilities of up to 66 ambient starts and 2.3 million
lb-seconds total impulse. The evaluated washout capability of the Engineering ,
Evaluation Unit and the Rebuild Unit lie outside the previous range of engine results
but still possibly within the limits of the overall washout correlation except for the
influence of long duration firing impulse accumulation which seems to be negligible. I
The questionable validity and the statistical inadequacy of the results provide only
a suggestion of trend as to the exact extent of influence of the various contributing
factors. Nevertheless, It is highly probable that the 49% area 4 end flow engines
exhibit a different characteristic than that previously obtained with the higher end
flow (53 to 56%) engines of the same design, such that the influence of cold starts
and firing impulse may be substantially reduced. Also, the, recent narrowing of the
range of individual distributor tube end flows could be a factor in the improvement
in washout capability above that predicted for these tests.

2. WASHOUT RECOVERY

Repressurization of the EEU engine when operating In an Incipient washout condition
resulted In recovery of specific Impulse and bed pressure drop, indicating the fol-
lowing:

a. An engine operating with incipient washout can be repressurized during
a single firing and partially recover some of Its run time to washout
and performance capability in that particular firing.

b. The recovery of specific impulse and evident bed length recovery
upon repressurization tend to substantiate the gas pore-filling
theory of washout.

3. BED PRESSURE DROP

a. The PRAT TCA catalyst bed pressure drop confirmed the established
single firing normalized pressure drop correlation for 1000F propellant.

b. Pair firings or hot pulsing have no significant effct on single ambient
start duty cycle pressure drop after it reaches its plateau. Pressure
drop management by pair firing must be accomplished early In the mis-
sion to be effective.
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c. The Engineering Evaluaticn Unit Rebuild TCA exhibited a faster
normal-zed pressure drop buildup rate than that of the Engineering
Evaluation Unit with a consequent earlier plateau and peak, these
effects evidently being the result of uniquely low decavitated flow
rates during the latter half of the initial blowdown cycle. Otherwise,
the results were in general agreement with the pressure drop
correlation for pair firings.

4. SPECIFIC IMPULSE

The performance of the thrusters during the extended mission tests was normal and
well within limits of the -stablished instantaneous specific impulse correlation.

I
5. MANIFOLD TEMPERATURE

Repressurization with high bed preseure drop of the level associated with single
start missions can result in manifold temperature levels above those demonstrated
to be safe, depending upon the repressurization pressure level and iring dur-aton.
Demonstrations of safe shutdown capability at these high manifold temperature
conditions seems appropriate.
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APPENDIX I

THRUST CHAMBER COMPONENT AND UNIT ASSEMBLY

The Walter Kidde & Company 300-lb thrust chamber design is presented on drawing
894849. The basic parts are the inlet bell, the inlet tube assembly, the manifold
assembly, the shell assembly, the partition assemblies which contain the distribu-
tion tubes, the catalyst, the catalyst retainer screens, the retainer plate, the sup-
port plate and the nozzle assembly. Materials of construction are presented on
Table XIII. Propellant enters the unit through the inlet tube. The flow is divided
into 37 flow paths in the manifold and directed into the distribution tubes through
orifice tubes contained in the manifold face.

The distribution tubes serve to distribute propellant over" the fine mesh catalyst con-
tained within the partition assembly where decomposition is initiated. Fluid flow
proceeds radially out of the partitions into the coarse catalyst or main catalyst bed
and turns to flob axially out of the catalyst bed through the retaining screens and
plates.

The critical performance components in the fabrication of the thrust chamber are
the manifold and distribution tubes. These form the injection system. Each com-
ponent of this system is subjected to component testing against established limits as
a basis for acceptance or rejection. The manifold is flow tested to obtain element
flow and total flow using a weighing system. Flow from each injection point in the
manifold is simultaneously collected over a closely controlled time interval and the
flow from each point is weighed to determine flow rate. A total flow is also accom-
plished at two fluid pressure levels representing low and high thrust levels and the
results are compared with established limits as indicated on Figure 41, the Manifold
Flow Calibration Sheet. The ratio limits, which are the accentance criteria, have
been established based upon previous build data and the correlation of this data with
resultant test experience. The limits vary from point to point based upon location
with respect to the inlet (point 1) as indicated in Fi•gure 42. Water at 70"F is used
for flow testing.

Kidde drawing 279079 presents the distribution tube detail showing the inlet and the
exits. This tube Is pressed into a bushing and an 80 mesh cylindrical screen and end
screen are tack welded to the tube to form the distribution tube assembly shown on
Figure 43. Each distribution tube assembly is subjected to a flow test inspection
using the Distribution Tube Flow Rig shown on Figure 43. This rig provides means
to control inlet pressure and back pressure as well as time and collect fluid flow
from four areas on each distribution tube. Fluid collected from each area is drawn
from each tank and weighed. Data obtained is recorded on the Distribution Water
Flow Test Data sheet also shown on Figure 43.
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TABLE XIII

THRUST CHAMBER CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

Major
Final Sub- Sub- Major Raw
Assembl Assemblies Assemblies Parts Materials

•MnoManifold CRES 304LrManifold Inlet fitting CRES 304L
Shell Assembly Inlet tube CRES 17-4 PH
A ssembly L tOrifice tube Inconel 600

Shell Hastelloy X
Inlet bell CRES 17-4 PH

'Tube Inconel 600
End screen Hastelloy C

Partition Distribution Side screen Hastelloy C
Assembly Assembly 'Plug (1) Inconel GOO

Partition Hastelloy C
Thrust Plug (2) Inconel 600
Chamber L Fine catalyst Shell type 405

Nozzle rNozzle Hastelloy X
Assembly [.Fitting Hastelloy X

Support Plate Hastelloy X
Retainer Plate TZM
Screen (1) Hastelloy C
Screen (2) Hastelloy C
Screen (3) Hastelloy C
Coarse catalyst Shell type 405
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Four flow tests are conducted on each distribution tube; two at high flow and two at
low flow with respect to the operating range. Inlet pressure is set to obtain the
required flow and back pressure is adjusted to simulate the thrust chamber operating
pressure. The distribution tube is fixtured to collect flow from each of four areas
indicated in Figure 43. The data obtained is analyzed to obtain total flow and per-
centage of total flow in area 4 and the sume of area 3 plus area 4. These values are
compared with limits printed at the right of the flow sheet as thc basis for acceptance.

Accepted distribution tube assemblies are selected for partition assembly based
upon attainment of a sbW9-set average area 4 flow at low flow conditions of 49 - 50%
for the 37 elements required. The ship-sets selected are then built into partition
assemblies shown on drawing 876062 using the Partition Assembly Packing Fixture
shown on Figure 43. Partitions are packed in lots of eight units using a prescribed
procedure containing incremental additions of catalyst and alternate periods of
vibration with the catalyst weighed down as indicated. The completed modules are
bagged and sealed following assembly, and retained for installation in the thrust
chamber at final assembly.

At final assembly, the shell assembly is installed in the packing fixture as indicated
in Figure 44. Subsequently, the partitions are installed, the instrumentation is
installed and the catalyst packing is accomplished. Retainer screens, retainer plate
support plate and the nozzle assembly are then installed, with the latter being welded
to the shell assembly to complete the thrust chamber assembly. Kidde drawing
894849 presents a sectional view of the total assembly.

A nitrogen gas purge is provided through the manifold inlet which flowed out through
the orifice tubes preventing catalyst particle migration upstream during the catalyst
packing procedure. Partitions are installed in counterbores In the manifold face as
indicated in Figure 45. Instrumentation is then installed through the various ports
in the shell wall. Two classes of instrumentation may be installed, the flight instru-
mentation and the ground test instrumentation, some of the latter being redundant
with flight measurements. Figure 46 presents a schematic of the flight instrunenta-
tion showing location and method of installn'ion. Internal thermocouples TF4 and
TF5 are symmetrically located and provide flight measurement redundancy.

The non-flight Instrumentation is a carry-over from initial development testing and
provides greater depth of measurement. Figure 47 includes a schematic of non-
flight instrumentation in the catalyst bed and in the manifold area. The catalyst bed
thermocouples provide a thermal profile of the catalyst bed during operation, while
the manifold thermocouples monitor manifold metal temperatures during operation,
shutdown and restart phases of testing.

Catalyst is Installed around partitions and instrun entation in steps following a pre-
scribed procedure which includes vibration step with weight on the catalyst to settle
the catalyst in layers until the prescribed depth is attained. Figure 45 shows a shell
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assembly with catalyst packed and ready for closure. The catalyst retention hard-
ware is then installed and the engine closure is accomplished. Weld pressure and
leak check is completed prior to assembly of the thrust chamber to the valve.
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APPENDIX II

TEST FACILITY REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

Each TCA arriving at the test facility is accompanied by a test procedure which
defines all the steps in preparation for testing as well as the actual test program
and facility procedures to be followed under normal as well as unusual test conditions.
The test program can be expected to change from unit to unit but the facility require-
ments remain basically the same for essentially identical test articles. In view of
this, excerpts of the Requirements and Test Procedures sections of the test pro-
cedure prepared for the EEUR are included herein to define the test conditions
maintained during this programi.
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4.0 REQ UIREMENTS

This section delineates the gcneral requirements that shall be adhered

to during engbieering evaluation testing.

4.1 Room Ambient Test Conditions

Unless otherwise specified herein, all test firings will be performed at

an atmospheric pressure of between 650 and 810 torr, a temperature

between +55 F to +95 F and a relative humidity of not more than 90%.

Where tests are performed with atmospheric conditions different from

the above values, appropriate corrections shall be made for measure-

ments. The above test conditions will not be maintained during extended

non-firing periods.

4.2 Environmental Tolernnces

Unless otherwise specified the tolerances applied during actual testing

shall be within the following limits:

S

a. Temperature *5 1-

b. Barometric Pressure *5% 900 torr to I tort

*10% 1 torr to 10-5 torr

C. Relativo Humidity *5% of RH
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4.3 Accuracies

This section details the performance and environmental instrumentation

accuracies that shall be maintained during testing.

4.3.1 Performance Accuracy

The instrumentation (end to end) used to measure the following

parameters shall have accuracies within the following limits:

a. Weight *1%

b. Voltage 0.25 volts

c. Amperage *0. 1 amperes

d. Temperature *5"F within the range of -35°F to +1606F

*3% of the measured value at tempera-

ture greater than +160F
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Performance Accur'ic, (cont)

e. Pressure *1%

f. Flow Rate The accuracy of the flow measuring

system shall comply with Section 4.3.1.2.

g. Thrust The accuracy of the thrust measuring

system shall comply with Section 4.3.1.3.

h. Flight Pressure Trans- *0.8%

ducers

i. Flight Pressure Trans- +.212%

ducers Output Measuring -.414%

System

J. Flight Pressure Trans- *0.4%

ducers Calibration System

k. Simulated Thrust Loads *1%

4.3.1.1 Response

4.3.1.1.1 Thrust Mount Response

1. Thrust mount response shall be determined by measurement of the

system resonant frequency and damping. The measurement shall

be performed in the test stand, with the engine assembly mounted,

and all plumbing connected as for an engine test.
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2. The measurement shall be made by suspending a dead weight from

the thrust calibration rig, and cutti.g the suspension cord to apply

an instantaneous change in weight to the mount.

3. Thrust moant resonant frequency shall be greater than 20 Hz.

4. Thrust mount damping shall be such that the amplitude of the thrust

mount oscillation shall decay to less than 10%7 of the initial amplitude

in 30 cycles.

4.3.1.1.2 Flow Data Response:

Response of turbine flowmeter signal conditioning systems shall be such

that data response is greater than the !Imits shown below.

Time (sees) Minimum Response % of S .S. Value

1.0 95.0

2.0 98.0

3.0 99.0

4.3.1.2 Flowrneter Calibration Control

Flowmeter calibration shall be performed in accordance with Procedure

152950. Flowmcter calibration data shall be reduced using computer

program "IWK-0010"1. The 3 sigma value computed by the program at

each flow rate shall be less, than the limiting value shown in the Table

4.3.1.2-1.
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TABLE 4.3.1.2-I

Flow Rate 3 Sigma Limit

0. 3 #/see 1.10%

0.5 0.88

0.8 0.64

1.1 0.50

1.5 0.44

In addition, the value of "delta mean" computed when a flowmeter is

recalibrated shall not exceed 2 sigma at more than one point in the

calibration.

4.3.1.3 Thrust Calibration Control

Thrust calibration shall be performed in accordance with Procedure

152949. Variation and hystereses of thrust calibration data shall be

evaluated prior to acceptance of the calibration. Variation of thrust

calibration data shall be less than the limits shown in Table 4.3.1.3-I,

for both increasing and decreasing calibrations.
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TABLE 4.3.1.3-1

Thrust Level Variation Limit

(lbs) (%)

50 0.7

100 0.65

150 0.60

200 0.55

250 0.50

300 0.50

Hystereses shall not exceed 0. 6% at any level.

4.3.2 Environmental Accuracy

Unless as otherwise specified in Section 4.3.1, the accuracy of each

instrument used for test measurements shall be better than the tolerancms

stipulated for environmental conditions by a factor of three.

4.4 Instrumentation Calibration

Instrumentation shall conform to the calibration requirements of

MIL-C-45662. Method of calibration for hot firings shall bc done in

accordance with procedures WK 152949, WK 152950 and TCC-RIDwD

TER 85E.
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4.5.3 Contamination

All fluids entering the TCA in servicing, checkout, operation, and cleaning

shall not contain particulate contamination in excess of the limits specified

in Table 4.5.3-I.

TABLE 4.5.3-I

Number of Particles

Particle Size Gases per 10 Standard Liquid per
(Microns) CL'bic Feet 100 Milliliters

26 to 50 280 280

51 to lO0 45 45

101 to 150 4 4

Over 150 0 0

Fibers* 1 1

*A fiber is a particle whose length-to-width ratio is 10:1 or greater,

whose greatest dimension is in excess of 100 microns and whose

width is not in excess of 20 microns.

4.6 Failure Reportitg

a) Immediately after a test deviation occurs, a Trouble and Failure

Report (TFR) shall be prepared by Walter Kidde & Co., Inc.
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4.5 Liquids and Gases

4.5.1 Liquids

4.5.1.1 Propellant shall be hydrazine, as specified in MIL-P-2G536C except the

constituent analysis shall be as follows:

% N2 H4  98.0 minimum

% H2 0 1.5 maximum

4.5.1.2 Distilled water shall be as specified in WK 214693 except the particle

count shall not be greater than that specified in Table 4.5.3-I for liquids.

Samples shall be taken downstream of 20 micron filter in feed system.

The sample shall be collected in a 150 ml glass laboratory bottle cleaned

to meet the requirements of Kidde Spec. 152786, para. 6.2.

4.5.2 Gases

4.5.2.1 The ,ases used in servicing, testing and cleaning of the TCA shall be

nitrogen as specified in MIL-P-27401 or helium as specified in

MIL-P-27407, except the particle count shall not be greater than that

specified In Table 4.5.3-I for gases.

4.5.2.2 Samples shall be taken in accordance with Kidde Spec. 530015 by inserting

a new 10 micron filter clement or a new filter in the gaseous system and

bleeding 10 standard cubic feet of gas through it.
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5.0 TEST PROCEDURES

The TCA shall be subjected to the following tests in the sequence listed.

Referenced Paragraph

5. 1 Acceptance Test

5.2 Simulated Mission Test

5.3 Washout Resistance Evaluathmn Test

5.1 Acceptance Test*

5.2 Simulated Mission Test*

5.2.2 Visicorder

Visicorder will be run at a paper speed of 10 inches per second (IPS)

continuously for all firing except where on-times are such that one roll

of visicorder paper (100 ft) is not enough for the firing at 10 IPS, in which

case visicorder paper speed can be reduced to a max paper speed and

still accommodate the continuous coverage. Speed change will be accom-

plished after the start transient.

5.2.3 FM Tape

FM analog tape will be run at a tape speed of 60 IPS continuously for all

firings except where reel length is exceeded. in that case the tape reel

will be replaced as soon as possible after the original tape is depleted.

5.2.4 Mission Duty Cycle

5.2.4.1 Critical Instrumentation

5.2.4.1.1 Flight Instrumentation

It Is desirable that all flight instrumentation data acquisition systems be

properly operating during all firings.

*Test steps would apply to specific duty cycle.
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5.0 TEST PROCEi)URES

The TCA Shadl be suijected to 'he fil.owing tests in the sequence listed:

Reference Paraý-anh

5.31 Acceptance Test

5.2 Sinmtlated Missio:i Test

5.3 Washout Evaluation Test

5.1 Acceotance Test

5.1.1 'This test uill be conduettd in accordance with Kidde Specification 152800

with the folcowing excpptions:

Referenced 152800 Change

5.0 Delete

6. 0 Delete

7.0 Add 9.7 of 152S00

7.3 Rcplace with 9.13 of 152800
Tible 7. 7. 1-I Table 5. 1.1-I (This docwnent)
8.1.1 5.1.2 (This docnent)

9.1 through 9.16 Delete
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TA 11!X 5. 1. 1-1

PAflAIM;YETI. LIST

- ~ ~ ~ ~ K -I------- It A- t -C-

lfI? D1 O 11O 1~' iIA %J ?C 11 1 L IN-E
SIIADY STAIZ. TAij fIT- Cfl

F Prcss, Tf.cl LInct F1 05- 290 rsia x x
_____________ Prcs ~, ..!'r.: r , I T!-.!c' ____________

PM____________ 70 - 140 psiniI x x

THB i~eChzn-Ibor red GO - 100 psia X X X
PCA f, Presrs, Chamnber Bed 60 - 100 psia X x

PCB Press, CmcrBed GO - 100 psia x x

PCCPress, Chamber B--d 60 - 100 psia x

7CHPress, Charnber Gas 40~ -8 si

THTA fPcs, Chamber C-as f40 - 80 psta X~ X x

DPA fPres,,s, TIMB-PCB 10 - 20 psi x_._ _ L id
P rcs s F u e V ent ri 105 - 290 psi n

ALT Press. Altitude 100, 000 ft (m )____-

STrC JTem. Fuel jCUC 1
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TABLE 5.1.1-1 (Cont)

P hAi 4 .DTCI'r!PT,(-T, O1'EIIATING RA!C ' FM LINE j
__A_ A_____'___, I .........- " _STFAD_ _ STAT,_. _TA_ _ _ _rF_ _T ._C_ _iD:

F Thrust, ZO-asured 150 - 240 lbf X X X

F Thrust at 450 K Ft 150 - 240 lbf X

1. 1 - .64 Ibs
WFU Flow Eate Up N2 H 4/se X X X

I~Ii. 1- -. 6, lbsIWYD Flow Rate Down 1N2 H4 se X X

IvWFU + WF T ) 1. 1- .64 lbs
; ,:Fc ii x2:AcC x

711A (Ai-) (32. 174) 1II
C* WC4400 Ft/sec X

* W Ic x

"". I THIA (AT) x

_______ WFU ,v i, , ,

F?I SP WFC 235 see. X

RAT WFU I.00 X

TV Current, Total 5.3 amp at 23 vdc j X

IVi Current, clcnold 1 j1.3 amp at 28 vdc X

IV2 Current, Solenoid 2 1.3 amp at 20 vdc X
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TAB L, 3. .11-I (Co.t)
PAD,;} J'ZTiX JL'ZT

Si I I,
PAIA~'r~l DE~iI'TONOPEn.JING RANGE FM LIN'E gVlSI-

I

.R_. .... STEADY STAT_ . TAPE PRINTER CORDER

T2LTw, _______ ____ 1
"l 9. ...LT!•,0 _A ___ ___ __.I __,_" ____

TI

-<3 CA____ .•__

I : I
_T-I,'p__ __3_ _________ .. L....1CA. L x

) )

T___ T o_ ___ I = _ • ; ___ _ .... __________
Tcmp_ -CA-

.. Tn . '_T m , cd .•b' ' __ u I , __07 L_ -

o .o

1I i
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TA73LE 5.1.1-1 (*Cor~t)

J'P A%:':T FR DESCRIPTION 0 PFI'%ATI::G' RAINGE l,:.M I NE *
ISTEADY STATE~ TAPE r~r:i o:;

TF3 Temp. Fli-lit 3 ICA X

TF4 Ten,,. Fl--ght 4 CA lx
T5Temp. Flight S CA j ___ ___

TF 6 Temp. Flizh-!t 6 C A X

TCH Teiinp. Chamber Gas CA Ix X I X

M~ _______________ICuC lx I
TV2 Tcmp. VnIve 2 1CuC 1
TE11 j Temp. Envir. 1 CuC
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TA1BLL ..- (Cont)

OPERAIATLG flA'NC, FITM !N E

PAU~TF D!SCI1I11ONSTEADY STATr TAPhF ±!TxT CODV

1V3 fCurrcnt. SolcnouW 1. 3 amp at 28 vdc X

rV4 Curet Solenoid 4 1.3 am -. 28 vd'- X

Ip Poito Sw N *

IP2 ~Position swv. 1 OFFrX

1P5 IPosition Sw. 3 ON, *X

1P6 Position SWV. 3 OFF ~

IP7 Position Sw. 4 ON'

II's{ Position S'. 4 OFF x I X~

"Reccord on 1 chnnncl IP2, IP3, LPG, [P7 Cri'2
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TABLE 5.1.1-1 (Cont)

n~'s1'roi 0P-7W G RMIIGE ýI'M LIM~E
PAP .O S XTEY STATE TAPE FRMITER, ('

Via Valve Voltage 2.9 vdc X- ,
Monitor 1

V1,1 Valve Voltage 2.9 vde Xw".
Monitor 2

V'3 Valve Voltage 2.9 vdc X**e*
Monit or 3

Vm4! Valve Voltage 2.9 vdc X*•W
Ifonitor 4

Al Accelerometer 1 * 3 's X-

A2 Accclero-'eter 2 * 30 g's X

EV Quad Valve Volta'ge 28 vWc X

DP 1 Press TIS 0-20 -psi X
Press PCB

DP 2 Press PCB 0-30 Psi X
IPress nCe

DP 3 Press T.• 0-80 psi { x

Press TiA

DP 4 Press -MI 0-50 psi XPress MB3

DP 5 Press ICC 0-50 Psi X
Press TIA_ _

DP 6 Prc~ c Z 0-10 psi X
Pre*n Pc: 1h r

**NPnicord on 1 W~~. itV 1 tLru 'Il 14 v
219
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5.1.2 Critical Inst -umentation

5.1.2.1 Flight Instrumentation*

It is desirable that all flight instruinentation data acquisition systems be

properly operating during all firings.

If there is a malfunction in the recording of data mnd the fault is due to

the data acquisition system (non-TCA) testing shall be delayed and the

malfunction shall be repaired. When the problem has been resolved and

corrected, the "on-site WK engineer" in concurrence with the quality

control representative shall decide whether or not the (those) firing(s)

that were conducted with the malfunction shall be tested agarin.

If there is a TCA flight instrumentation malfunction, testin, shall con-

tinue but a Trouble and Failure Report (TFR) shall be made out for th2

record.

5.1.2.2 Won-Flight Instrumentation

It Is desirable that all non-flight Instrumentation data acquisition sysL,,ns

be properly operating during all firings.

If there is a malfunction in the recording of data and the fault is due to the

acquisition system (non-TCA) or to the non-fligt instrumentation, testhig

*Flight instrumentation is as indicated on WNV 894571
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shall be delayed and thc problem shall be investigated. When the

reason for the malfunction has been determined, Kidde Engineering

in concurrence with the quality control representative shall decide

whether the malfunction shall be repaired and whether the (those)

firing(s) that were conducted with the malfunction shall be tested again.

5.2 Simulated Mission Test

5.2.1 This test shall be performed in accordance with the attached latest

revision of Kidde Specification 152800 with the following exceptions:

Specification 152800: Replace with:

Section Section

4.3.1.1 Delete except for thrust calibration

4.7, 4.8, 5.0, 6.0, Delete.
7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5,
7.6

Table 7.7.1l-* 5.1.1-I (This document)

7.7.2.1 5.2.2 (This document)

7.7.2.2 5.2.3 (This document)

8.0 5.2.4 (This document)

9.1 - 9.16 Delete.

The above is based on the TCA 's having just previously performed the

Acceptincc Test per paragraph 5.1

*Also where relercnccd. 121



"I he TCA's shall be visually inspected to assure that there is no damage

to them or related test stand piping or instrumentation.

5.2.2 Visicorder

Visicorder will be run at a paper speed of 10 inches per second (IPS)

continuously for all firing except where on-times are such that one roll

of visicordcr paper (100 ft) is not enough for the firing at 10 IPS, in

which casc visicorder paper speed can be reduced to a max paper speed

and still accommodate the continuous coverage. Speed chang;e will be

accomplished after the start transient.

5.2.3 FM Tape

FM analog tape will be run at a tape speed of 60 IPS continuously for all

firings excepL where reel length is exceeded. In •ihat case the tape reel

will be replaced as soon as possible after the original tape is depleted.

5.2.4 Mission Duty Cycle

5.2.4.1 Critical Instramentation

5.2.4.1.1 Flight Instrumentation*

It is desirable that all flight instrunmentatioa data acquisition systems be

properly operating during all firings.

*Flight instrumentation is as indicated on WK 895471
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If there is a malfunction in the recording of data and the fault is due to

the data acquisition system (non-TCA) testing shall be delayed and the

malfunction shall be repaired. When the problem has been resolved and

corrected, the "on-site WK engineer" in concurrence with the quality

control representative shall decide whether or not the (those) firing(s)

that was (were) conducted with the malfunction shall be tested again.

If there is a TCA flight instrumentation malfunction, testing shall con-

tinue but a Trouble and Failure Report (TFR) shall be made out for the

record.

5.2.4.1.2 Non-Flight Instrumentation

It is desirable that all non-flight instrumentation data acquisition

systems be properly operating during all firings.

If there is a malfunction in the recording of data and the fault is due to

the acquisition system (non-TCA) or to the non-flight instrumentation,

testing shall be delayed and the problem shall be investigated. When the

reason for the malfunction has been determined, Kidde Engineering in

concurrence with the quality control representative shall decide whether

the malfunction shall be repaired and whether the (those) firing(s) that

was (were) conducted with the malfunction shall be tested again.

5.2.4.2 Kill Procedure

5.2.4.2.1 The no-go condition shall prevail if the following conditions exist:

TF1, TF2, T02, T2A or T2B is greater than 650°F or TV1 greater
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than 225° F. The shut-down condition shall prevail if TF1, TF2,

T02, T2A or T2iB is greater than 850° F or if TVM is greater than

225° F.

5. 2.4.2'.2 The following steps shall be taken when a no-go ('Kill") condition is in

evidence:

0 In the event of a no-go "kill", Immediately start the FM tape and

visicorder recorders, record data for 30 seconds or until tape and

visicorder paper are deplctec.. In the event of a shutdown "kill",

continue running the FM tape until it is depleted.

* In the event of either a no-go or a shutdown "kill", immediately

(within 100 milliseconds after "kill") start line printer recorder

and record at a maximum data acquisition rate for the first

30-seconds, then reduce the rate to one print out every 15-seconds.

Continue recording at this rate until the "kill" condition is eliminated.

If TV2 appears to be approaching 250 F during shutdown, turn on

bell purge when it reaches 240" F and continue bell purging until

there is evidence that it will not exceed 250* F.

5.2.4.2.3 In the event that TF1, TF2, T02, T2A or T2B provide the "kill" adhere

to the following procedure:

S124 Reproduced From
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" Cool TCA with an external GN 2 purge (bell purge) for 30 minutes

(minimum). If T07 has not cooled to 900* F at the completion of

the 30 minute purge, continue external GN 2 purge until T07 has

decreased to 9000 F.

" Then helium purge the TCA until T07 decreases to 500* F. Continue

the purge and begin cooling the TCA exterior with a GN 2 spray. If

at any time T07 exceeds TF3 by 2000 or more, terminate the GN 2

spray. Continue cooling until T07 decreases to the desired tempera-

ture prior to continuing the test effort.

5.2.4.2.4 Emergency Shutdowns

* If TV1 is equal to or greater than 225* F, shutdown TCA and

immediately purge with 40 psig of helium internally and GN 2

bell purge externally. Continue purging until TV1 has decreased

below 2250 F.

* If TF1, TF2, T02, T2A or T2B equals or exceeds 700* F during the

first five minutes of shutdown, purge immediately (internal and external)

until they have decreased below 500* F.

5.2.4.3 Ambient Cool Procedure

The ambient cool procedure will be conducted in accordance with paragraph

5.2.4.2.3 with line printer monitoring temperatures during cool downs.

Except where soak data is specifically required, line printer coverage of

12
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the cool downs is not necessary as long as TF1, T03, TO, and TF3

are monitored on DVMs.

5.2.4.4 Daily Shutdown Procedure

After completion of daily testing, the TCA will be secured in the follow-

ing manner:

"* Steam boiler and ejector are to maintain engine at

altitude condition until te, perature (TO?) drops to

9000F.

"* Turn gaseous nitrogen, for external valve cooling

purge, on at two minutes into cooldown.

"* Turn on ambient helium purge when temperature

(TO?) drop to 900*F with a minimum of 30 minutes

into cooldown.

"* When the preceding steps are complete:

- Turn on mechanical vacum pump. Maintain 80,000 feet

minimum simulated altitude during shutdown period.
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Clone vacuum isolation valve.

Take steam boiler off line.

Continue ambient helium purge and GN2 bell cooling purge

until engine reaches desired temperature, approximately

500* F.

- Turn off mechanical vacuum pump.

- Discontinue all cooling except blanket purge para. 5. 2.4.5).

- Open vacuuro isolation bypass valve.

- Continuously record TF4, and PFI until the next testday.

5.2 .4.5 TCA Helium Gas Blanket

A hchum gas blanket system will be incorporated in the "HBP' port.

(Ref. Drawing SKR 144309). It will be operated in the following manner.
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When the TCA has completed the first two pulses (Reference Table

5. 2.4. 7-1), the helium blankct system will be energized (yielding a

flow rate = 10 :k 1 scfh). This system will remain energized

CONTINUOUSLY until the TCA is removed from the test cell.

Just prior to inserting nozzle throat plug de-er 2rgize helium blanket

system. Next open any one of the 1/8 inch ports on the thrust cham-

ber and allow the catalyst bed to oxidize through this port for one hour.

5.2.4.6 Firing Requirements

5.2.4.6.1 The TCA shall be fired with voltage (EV at the valve connector) of

28 *2 vdc.

5.2.4.6.2 Maintain 100, 000 feet minimum simulated altitude during all firings.

5.2.4.6.3 Fire the TCA I s in accordance with Table 5.2.4.7-I and the foilowing

minimum countdown indicated in Section 5.2.4.6.4.

5.2.4.6.4 Minimum Test Countdown Requirements:

(a) Vacuum isolation valves and bypass closed.

(b) Computer down to bring steam boiler on line

(c) Bring boiler on line and verify.
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(d) OPEN Chapman valve and verify.

(c) Vacuum load propellant per para. 7.10 of specification 152800 if

not already done.

(f) Computer on line - Take zero and R-cal and verify.

(g) Computer on line (Load operating program and profile for monitoring

temperature with tape,

(h) Check engine temperature and purge as required per cool down pro-

cedure. (Computor in holding mode). Manifold heaters may be used

to obtain required pre-run temperat'ires.

(i) Set tank pressure.

(j) Bleed fuel and check fuel temperature.

(k) Arm the Engine.

(1) Stand by for FIRE.

(m) Computer FIRE. (Transfer from holding to run mode). Bleed fuel

for temperature check if required during countdown (9 seconds to

7 seconds). Test Conductor acknowledge -- (Start and Shutdown).

(n) At end of pulse cycle start waiting time for next Pulse or start cool-

down Procedure.

5.2.4.7 Firing Tests

The TCA shall be fired to the duty cycle shown in Table 5.2.4.7-I. Total

propellant loaded shall be 3800 lbs (454 gallons) and the initial ullage should

be 48 gallons. After the 35K burn and 18 pairs of firings, the propellant
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APPENDIX III

EEU BUILD DATA AND PRIOR PERFORMANCE

Manifold flow data for the EEU is presented on Figure 48, the Manifold Flow Cali-
bration Sheet. This sheet gives individual injection point flow data as well as a
total flow measured independently at each of two flow levels. All four total flows,
those measured directly and the sum of the individual flows at each flow level must
fall within prescribed limits for the manifold to pass acceptance test. This r-quire-
ment is in addition to individual injection point flow requirements on Figure 48.
Relative injection point location is presented on Figure 42.

Individual distribution tube flow data is presented on Table XIV, listed in element
serial number order. Included are average area 4 flow, average end flow (area 3
plus area 4) and average body flow (area 1 plus area 2). The number in each loca-
tion is the average of two flow measurements taken at that condition. The ship-set
average area 4 flow at low flow for the EEU was 49.9%.

The EEU was subjected to a standard acceptance test including eight firings, two
from ambient temperature; five were at 290 psia propellant pressure (250 lbs thrust)
and three were at 105 psia propellant pressure (150 lbs thrust). Total accumulated
impulse was 42, 595 lb-sec in 227.6 seconds of accumulated run time.

The mission duty cycle conducted included an initial pair firing of 30, 000 and 4000
lb-sec with 45 minutes off-time between firings. This pair was followed by 45 pair
firings of 10, 000 and 1000 lb-sec with the first firing of each nair accomplished with
ambient temperature of 70 -90°F hardware and a 45-minute off-time between pair
firings. Cooldown time between pair firings was approximately two hours. The
final firing was of 1200 seconds duration from an ambient temperature start.

A listing of the mission accomplished is presented on Table XV. The initial propel-
lant pressure was 278 psia and was allowed to decay throughout the mission, ending
up at 102 psla at the end of the 1200 second firing. Propellant temperature through
the misslcn was 70 ±5 0F. A total of 93 firings were accomplished, including 47
ambient temperature starts. Total impulse accumulated was 696,686 lb-sec. in an
accumulated run time of 3939 seconds.

The final 1200 second firing accumulated 185,400 lb-sec total impulse while using
778 lbs of propellant. This resulted in a total life accumulation of 4166 seconds of
operation while accumulating 738,281 lb-sec total Impulse and using 3178 lbs of
propellant. Based upon these figures, the integrated specific impulse over the life-
time was 232 seconds.
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TABLE XV

PRIOR MISSION DUTY CYCLE

ENGINEERING EVALUATION UNIT

Propellant Propellant
Pulse Pressure On-Time Off-Time Pulse Pressure On-Time Off-Time
No. (psia). (Seconds) (Minutes) No. (psia) (Seconds) MInutes)

1 278 -4 123.5 k. 1 45 *5 24 213 +4 6.1*.1 -

2 268 14 17.3 .1 - 25 209*4 45.6:k. 1 45 +5
3 265 ±4 40.3 *:. 1 45 :h5 26 209 *4 6. 2 k. 1 -
4 265 -4 5.5 ±.1 - 27 205 *4 46. 0 *. 1 45 +5
5 259 ±4 40.8 *.1 45 *:5 28 205 *:4 6.3 k. 1 -
6 259 ±-4 5.6 1. 1 - 29 202 *4 46.3+.1 45 *5
7 253-4 41.3 :E. 1 45 :k5 30 202:4 6.3 *.1 -
8 253 *5 5.6 -. 1 - 31 198 *3 46.8 *. 1 45 *5
9 247*4 41.8 :. 1 45 *5 32 198-*3 6.4 :1. 1 -

10 247 :E4 5.7 *.1 - 33 195*3 47.4+.1 45 *5
11 242 4 42.3 L. 1 45 *5 34 195 *3 6.4 *. 1 -
12 242 ±4 5.7 -1%1 - 35 192*3 47.6+.1 45 :E5
13 237 *4 42.8 *. 1 45*5 36 192 *3 6.5 :,k1 -
14 237 *:4 5.8,.1 - 37 189:3 48. 0 b, 1 45 *5
15 231*4 43.3 *.1 45*5 38 189+3 6.5*.I -
16 231 *E4 5.9 *.1 - 39 185*3 48.5+.1 45 *5
17 226 *4 43.8 1.] 45 4:5 40 185 4-3 6.6 .1 -
18 226-4 6.0 1.1 - 41 182 *3 48.9 .1 45 *5
19 222 14 44.2 *.1 45 *5 42 182+3 6.7-.1. -

20 222 +4 6.0-.1 - 43 179 *3 49.3*.]1 45 *5
21 217 *4 44.7 .,1 45 *5 44 179 *3 6.7+.1 -

22 217*4 6.1 . 1 - 45 176 *3 49.8 :b. 1 45 :E5
23 213 +4 45.2 .1 45 *5 46 176+3 6.8*.. 1
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TABLE XV (Cont.)

PRIOR MISSION DUTY CYCLE

ENGINEERING EVALUATION UNIT

Propellant Propellant
Pulse Pressure On-Time Off-Time Pulse Pressure On-Time Off-Time
No. (psia) (Seconds) (Minutes) No. (psia) (Seconds) (Minutes)

47 173 *3 50.3 :k. 1 45 +5 71 144 -3 55.2 *. 1 45 *5

48 173-.3 6.8-.1 - 72 144 3 7.5E.1 -

49 170 ±3 50.7 ±. 1 45 *5 73 142 ±3 55.4 *. 1 45 -5

50 170 -±3 6.9 ±.1 - 74 142 *3 7.7 *.1 -

51 168 -3 50.9 ±.1 45 -5 75 140-3 56.1 +. 1 45 -5

52 168 +3 6.9 ±.1 - 76 140 *3 7.8 *.1 -

53 166 +3 51.2 ±. 1 45 ±5 77 138*3 56.8 *. 1 45 *5

54 166 +3 7.0 +.1 - 78 138*3 7.9+.1 -

55 163 *3 51.8 ±. 1 45 *5 79 137 +3 57.2 *. 1 45*5

56 163*3 7.0±.1 - 80 137 +3 8.0±.1 -

57 160 -3 52.3 ±.1 45 -5 81 135 1-3 58.0 *.1 45 ±5

58 160 +3 7.1 ±.1 - 82 135 *3 8.1 *.1 -

59 158 *3 52.6 ±.1 45 *5 83 133 *3 58.9+.1 45 *5

60 158 +3 7.2 +. 1 - 84 133 *3 8.2 :h. 1 -

61 155 ±3 53.1 :. 1 45 *L5 85 131 *3 59.6 *.1 45 *5

62 155 *3 7.2±.1 - 86 131-3 8.3 +.1 -

63 153 *3 53.5 *.1 45 *5 87 130 3Q 60.0*.1 45 *5

64 153 *3 7.3 *.1 - 88 130*3 8.4±.1 -

65 151 *3 53.9 *. 1 45*5 89 128 *3 61.0*.1 45 *5

66 151 3 7.3E.1 - 90 128*3 8.5k.1 -

67 149 *3 54.2 ±.1 45 *5 91 127 *3 61.4 *. 1 45 *5

68 149+3 7.41.1 - 92 12713 8.6:.1 -

69 146*3 54.8+.1 45*5 93 126*3 1200.0*.1 -

Blowdown
70 146 *3 7.5+.1 -Sto 1O00+ (Ref.)
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The test results obtained on the EEU TCA are presented on Figures 49, 50 , 51
The acceptance test produced normal performance characteristics relative to prior
units of the same design. The initial catalyst bed AP at 20 seconds into the first run
was 22.9 psia which is in the mid-range of all previous units subjected to the same
test. Figure 49 presents the specific impulse and thrust characteristics obtained
for acceptance and mission testing at the 20-second point into each ambient tempera-
ture start firing. Both parameters decreased nearly linearly as a function of decay-
ing pressure with thrust decaying from 240 lbs to 158 lbs as specific impulse decayed
from 237 seconds to 231 seconds. There was no indication of washout tendency
throughout the mission.

Figure 50 shows the propellant flow and associated catalyst bed pressure drop char-
acteristics. The latter characteristic was low in relation to prior unit characteris-
tics through mission testing confirming the prior observation that pair firings tend
to reduce buildup rate in catalyst bed pressure drop.

Figure 51 presents manifold metal and upstream catalyst bed temperature adjacent
to the manifold face. The characteristics indicated are lower In magnitude than
most other units following the lower AP characteristics observed for this unit. The
apparent relationship between these measurements and AP is consistent in theory
which assumes that lower AP results from the movement of the reaction zone down-
stream, further away from the manifold.
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APPENDIX IV

PRAT BUILD DATA AND PRIOR PERFORMANCE

Manifold flow data for the PRAT unit is presented on Figure 52, the Manifold Flow
Calibration Sheet. This sheet gives individual injection point flow point data as well
as a total flow measured independently at each of two flow levels. All four total
flows, those measured directly and the sum of the individual flows at each flow level
must fall within prescribed limits for the manifold to pass acceptance test. This
requirement is in addition to individual injection point flow requirements on Figure 52.
Relative injection point location is presented in Figure 42.

Individual distribution tube flow data is presented on Table XVI, listed in element
serial number order. Included are average area 4 flow, average end flow (area 3
plus area 4) and average body flow (area 1 plus area 2). The number in each loca-
tion is the average of two flow measurements taken at that condition. The ship-set
average area 4 flow at low flow for the PRAT unit was 49.7'%.

The PRAT unit was subjected to a standard acceptance test including eight firings,
two from ambient temperature; five were at 290 psia propellant pressure (250 lbs
thrust) and three were at 105 psia propellant pressure (150 lbs thrust). Total ac-
cumulated impulse was 43, 588 lb-sec in 227. 6 seconds of accumulated run time.

The mission duty cycle conducted included an initial pair firing of 30,000 and 4000
lb-sec with 45 minutes off-time between firings. This pair was followed by 22 single
firings of 21, 500 lb-sec with each firing starting with ambient temperature of 70 -
907F hardware. Cooldown time between firings was approximately two hours. The
final firing was of 1200 seconds duration from an ambient temperature start.

A listing of the mission accomplished is presented on Table XVH. The initial pro-
pellant pressure was 301 psia and was allowed to decay throughout the mission,
ending up at 110 psia at the end of the 1200 second firing. Propellant temperature
throughout the mission was 100 -5*F. A total of 25 firings were accomplished,
including 25 ambient temperature starts. Total impulse accumulated was 687,425
lb-sec in an accumulated run time of 3773 seconds.
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TABLE XV!!

PRIOR MISSION DUTY CYCLE - PRAT UNIT

Propellant Propellant
Pulse Pressure On-Time Off-Time Pulse Pressure On-Time Off-Time
No. (psia) (Seconds) (Minutes) No. (psia) (Seconds) (Minutes)

1 301±4 120.5+.1 45±5 14 182+3 112.1.1 -

2 291±4 16.5+.1 - 15 176+3 113.9±.1 -

3 283+4 89.4+.1 - 16 171:3 113.9+.1 -

4 270±4 91.5±.1 - 17 166+3 117.5±.1 -

5 258±4 93.6±.1 - 18 161:L3 119.3±.1 -

6 245±4 96.1±.1 - 19 156±3 121.2±.1 -

7 235±4 98.2±. 1 - 20 151-3 123.3±. 1 -

8 225±4 100.5-. 1 - 21 147*3 125.0+.1 -

9 216±4I 102.6±.1 - 22 143±3 126.9±.1 -

10 208±4 1C4.7±.1 - 23 139-3 128.7±.1 -

11 200-4 106.7±.1 - 24 135±3 130.6±.1 -

12 194±3 108.5+.1 - 25 133±3 1200.0±.1 -

13 188±3 110.3±.1 -

The final 1200 second firing accumulated 178,600 lb-sec total impulse while using
754 lbs of propellant. This resulted in a total life accumulation of 4001 seconds of
operation while accumulating 731,013 lb-sec total impulse and using 3101 lbs of
propellant. Based upon these figures, the integrated specific impulse over the
lifetime was 236 seconds.

The PRAT TCA successfully completed the production reliability assessment test,
thereby verifying the integrity of the sec- d production lot. The actual test results
obtained on the PRAT TCA are presented on Figures 53,54 and 55. The accept-
ance test produced normal performance characteristics relative to prior units of
the same design. The initial catalyst bed AP at 20 seconds into the first run was
20.2 psla which is in the mid-range of all previous units subjected to the same test.
Figure 53 presents the specific impulse and thrust characteristics obtained for
acceptance and mission testing at the 20 second point Into each ambient temperature
start firing. Both parameters decrease nearly linearly as a function of decaying
pressure with thrust decaying from 252 lbs. to 180 lbs. as specific impulse decayed
from 239 seconds to 232 seconds, until the point of venturi decavitation was reached
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at which point the flow characteristic changed producing a thrust droop and corres-
ponding small fall-off in specific impulse. Decaviation is caused by an increase in
upstream catalyst bed pressure beyond the recovery capability of the cavitating
venturi. When this happens, the flow is no longer independent of the downstream
pressure drops with resultant dropoff in flow.

The increase in catalyst bed pressure drop is presented on Figure 54. This plot
shows a rapidly increasing pressure drop characteristic in spite of decreasing flow
which attains a level just under 50 psi near the end of mission life. This is an
increase of nearly 30 psi as compared to an increase of about 10 psi over the mis-
sion duty cycle conducted on the EEU. The difference is attributed to the cumula-
tive duty cycle effect.

Figure 55 presents the manifold metal temperature and the upstream catalyst bed
temperature characteristic over the PRAT mission. The primary significance of
these characteristics is the apparent influence of catalyst bed pressure drop increase
on these temperatures. The increased pressure drop is indicative of a more up-
stream position of the reaction zone with attendant increase in the catalyst bed tem-
perature at the manifold face.
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APPENDIX V

QUAD-VALVE DESCRIPTION

The quad-valve contains four independent solenoid operated elements manifolded
together in a single body as shown in Figure 56. The total flow is passed through
two parallel branches with each branch comprised of two valve elements in series.
The use of two flow paths in parallel offers redundant protection against failure to
open; the use of two valving elements in series offers redundant protection against
failure to close. This configuration satisfies the requirement that a single failure
should not prevent the TCA from operating. The design features of the quad-valve
are presented in the following list:

Balanced force design - minimizes power requirements and produces a better force
margin

Direct acting design - provides simplicity and attendant higher reliability

Welded flow path - hermetic seal eliminates potential seal leak points

Floating teflon seat - minimizes seat impact to improve life and reliability

Isolated coil design - allow selection of best magnetic materials

Redundant sealing - single bellows failure will not cause valve failure or even loss
of operation.

The basic operation is best revealed by a detailed examination of one of the valving
elements Figure 57. A conical metallic seat is machined as an integral part of
the valve body. This seat is sealed by a spring-loaded conical teflon poppet. Ener-
gization of the solenoid causes the armature to lift, pulling the central stem and
raising the poppet off the seat. The valve is hydraulically balanced for both up-
stream and downstream pressure by two stainless steel bellows.

The stem connects the poppet with the armature which is located outside the propel-
lant area. An extension on the stem actuates a switch which serves as a position
indicator for the valve.

The valve seat of the primary valve will also serve as a relief valve for fluid pres-
sure rises between the valve seats in each leg. This feature prevents accidental
firing of the motor.
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VALVE 1

ARMATURE
OVER TRAVEL 3

BELLOWS WELD

UPSTREAM

BELLOWS WELD

DOWNSTREAM1

BODY SEAL. WELD

27 STEM SEAL WELD
STEM OVER TRAVEL 22
FOR BACK VENTING 2

Figure 57 QUAD VALVE ELEMENT
SCHEMATIC
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It may also be noted that the internal cavities of the bellows at each end of the
stem are interconnected by the hole In the center stem. If either bellows should
develop a leak, the internal pressures wtll equalize so that force balances are
maintained and the valve is still operable In a secondary mode. The omniseals
on the stem are used to provide shaft sealing in this backup mode.
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APPENDIX VI

CATALYST BED PRESSURE DROP NORMALIZATION TECHNIQUE

At least two reasonably accurate and useful techniques have been used to normalize

and evaluate catalyst bed pressure drop data. Both techniques are based upon a

combination of theoretical considerations and empirical results, and neither can be

considered to be exact normalizations.

Method "A" of bed pressure drop evaluation is to plot the normalized pressure drop
KL versus the number of ambient starts.

AP

K a
L •75

Where: KL = normalized bed pressure drop

AP = bed pressure drop (THB-THA) in PSI at 20 seconds into

the firing.

W = propellant flow rate lb/sec.

Method "B" of bed pressure drop normalization is to plot Rc versus the number of
ambient starts.

Where: R = bed pressure drop parameter

P chamber pressure (PSIA)

AP = bed pressure drop (THB-THA) in PSI at 20 seconds into

the firing.
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R = an empirical function of K by which AP is adjusted to the

AP which would exist if the decomposition gas temperature

were 18500F.
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Based upon Walter Kidde and Company engineering judgement, Method B more
consistently correlates with actual test results. As a consequence, Kidde analysis
of data is based upon Method B normalization. The derivation of this method is
present in the following pages.

Catalyst bed pressure drop is a function of at least three prime factors:

a. Time into a particular firing.

b. Propellant flow rate.

c. The number of accumulated ambient starts.

To evaluate the effects of other variables such as design changes or duty cycle
variations, it is necessary first to establish a normalization technique to
eliminate the effects of the prime factors in the evaluations.

A description of the derivation of the catalyst bed pressure drop normalization
technique follows. The derivation is not completely rigorous physically or
mathematically, being basically a rationale for the best use of available infor-
mation in evaluating bed pressure drop characteristics.

Turbulent flow of a fluid through a restriction follows the Bernoulli equation:

AP = K1  
(1

where

AP = pressur- drop through the restriction

S= density of the fluid

V = velocity of the fluid
g = gravitational constant
K1 = restriction resistance coefficient
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Now:

v =(2)
AP

where
= flowrate

A = area normal to flow

V1P0 = as before

Substituting equation (2) into equation (1):

.2

AP 1 K A2 (3)

Since the flowrates of liquid hydrazine and gaseous decomposition products
are the same but the density of liquid hydrazine is several orders of magnitude
larger than that of the gases, the liquid pressure drop in the bed is negligible
compared to that of the gas and will be ignored.

Gas flow through the sonic throat is:

AtP (4)
C*

where

At = throat area normal to flow

P = chamber pressure

C* = characteristic gas velocity

,g = as before

Substituting equation (4) into equation (3):

2 2

AP =K At (5)

2p C*2 A2
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Assuming the chamber pressure and temperature are representative of bed
conditions:

p P(6
RT

where
R = decomposition gas constant

T = chamber gas temperature

A P as before

Substituting equation (6) into equation (5)
22

K At2 P g RT
A~p =2 (7)

2 C.2 A2 P

Grouping constants and rearranging equation (7):

AP = KU2 (8)
P

where
K2 = bed resistance factor

AP, P as before

Bed resistance K2 is approximately directly proportional to the length of the
bed flow path and inversely proportional to the diameter of the particles
according to various authors.

K2 = K3 (L/• (9)

where
K3 = configuration constant

3I
L = length of gas flow path in bed

D = pressure drop related mean particle diameter

K = bed resistance factor
2
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If the gas flow length of the bed and the mean particle diameter were constant
during the life of the bed and for all operating conditions, it would be expected
then that the K2 bed resistance factor would be constant and no change in
AP/P would be observable. However, this is not the case as AP/P actually
decreases with time during a single firing, and AP/P actually builds up in
value with accumulated firings when compared at the same time into each
firing.

Sample analyses of used catalyst have consistently shown that the mean
particle size has decreased from that of the original packing. This general
trend is recognized as being the prime cause of the buildup in AP/P with life
as the K2 bed resistance would increase with decreasing particle diameter as
shown by equation (9).

A consistently observable phenomenon is that AP/P decreases with time dur-
ing a firing, and then, after shutdown and restarting, retraces nearly the
same AP/P transient during the next firing.

Since the particle diameters cannot physically be undergoing, during a firing,
nearly repeatable alterations from firing-to-firing of a nature to explain the
transients, it is recognized from equation (9) that the prime cause of the
transient AP decline during a firing is movement of the gas-generating de-
composition zone downstream in the bed with time during a firing such that
the bed gas flow length L is continuously shortened during a firing. In sum-
mary then, the AP/P buildup during life is essentially caused by the decreas-
ing catalyst mean particle diameter D, while the AP/P transtent decay during
a single firing is caused by continuous downstream movement of the decom-
position zone so that gas flow length L decreases during the firing.

In comparing life effects on bed pressure drop of factors such as the number
of cold starts and duty cycles, it is evident that the life-dependent AP
parameter should be the basis for comparisons. Based upon the foregoing
analysis of AP effects, the meaningful life-dependent AP parameter is the
"mean particle diameter" D. Since the diameter cannot physically be meas-
ured during sustained operations, another method is sought. It is apparent
that AP/P cannot be used at any random time into a firing since L decays
continuously and its value is unknown at a random time, and therefore a
-P/P based on random time values would not serve as a direct measure of
the particle diameter D. Comparing AP/P at a fixed time into the firing,
such as 20 seconds from start, does not necessarily result in the same gas
flow bed length L for all firings. However, Uf L could be elir inated, or
made constant, as a factor in the AP/P equation (9), then a sitgular measure
of D would be given by AP/P. The normalization technique used eliminates
L as a factor in the equation.
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The bed gas flow length L is eltminaitct - :.a consideration br *.,.,p.i4ng
AP/P values at a constant value of d a4, , ,.s temperature (TCU,•. The

rationale for this contention is as ,il - . -;iven design confi,?;ration with
a particular mean particle diameter 1) ii' th a particular thrc..ghp|ut, the

fraction dissociation of ammonia prod••., t., *.,reases as the bed luagth incrca•rs.
Now, if the bed length is chosen to correspond to a particular fraction dissocia-
tion of ammonia corresponding to a particul-ar value of TCH, then all engines of
this configuration and mean particle size will have the same gas flow bed length
with the same throughput. For the same configuration and throughput, a reduc-

tion in mean particle diameter D would necessitate a reduction in bed length L
to maintain the same TCH. It follows then, that for a fixed configuration, TCH
and throughput, L depends only on D. Now, from equation (9) it is evident
that APP depends only on L and D. Consequently, since L depends only on
D for TCIH and throughput constant, it follows then that AP/P depends only on
D for constant TCH and throughput. Therefore, any differences between AP/P
values measured at the same TCH and throughput must be the result of either
particle size D differences or configuration differences. For the same con-
figuration then, any AP/P changes, with TCH and throughput held constant,
would be a measure of particle size D changes, or mathematically:

R f (D) (10)

where:

f a function of (

R &p with TCH and throtghp-it "• particular values.

p

D, AP, P as before.

Equation (10) shows that the resistance R at a particular throughput is a function
only of mean particle diameter D, which is the desired life-dependent parameter
to be used for evaluating life oriented pressure drop characteristics and bed
condition. Therefore comparisons of R at a selected TCH value is the most
direct evaluation of the bed condition in terms of its mean particle size D. The
value of TCH selected is 1850°F which encnapasses practially all data as an
upper limit.

Since the nature of the various types of firings precludes. measuring oresiure

drop at the same TCH for all firings, a correlation of the pressure drop, in
terms of AP/P, existing at 20 seconds into the firing to that which would exist
at a constant 1850"F TCH was established from test results and used to adjust

20 second AP/P to the AP/P which would exist at 1850"F TCH which is the
definition of R. This correlation is described by Table XVmI and in the normal-
ization equation (12).
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Walter Kiddo & Company, Inc.

TABLE XVHI

CONVERSION FROM K TO R

K__ R I;_ _ _ _R K R

.280 .280 .640 .479 .980 .596

.300 .298 .660 .487 1.000 .602

.320 .316 .680 .495 1.020 .609

.340 .332 .700 .501 1.040 .616

.360 .343 .720 .. ,08 1.060 .622

.380 .354 7i40 .515 1.080 .628

.400 .365 .760 .522 1.100 .634

.420 .377 .780 .529 1.120 .640

.440 .388 .800 .536 1.140 .645

.460 .400 .820 .543 1.160 .650

.480 .411 .840 .550 1.180 .655

.C00 .421 .860 .557 1.200 .660

.520 .430 .880 .563 1.220 .665

.540 .439 .900 .570 1.240 .670

.560 .447 .920 .577 1.260 .675

.580 .455 .940 .584 1.280 .680

.600 .463 .960 .590 1.300 .685

.620 .471 1.400 .710

!!2P c~dIP P - Chamber Pressure

P• 20 see
( r , Chambor Temperature

P. Corresponflir.,' Nornalized

\ Lj fort 18501F
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The apparent effect of throughput, which so far has been considered as being
constant, on the normalized pressure drop resistance R, was empirically
established by comparing R values at high and low acceptance test and mission
flowrate values at approximately the same point early in life. This throughput
effect is accounted for by mullplying the R values by throughput raised to the
.3 power or its equivalent P," as is apparent from equation (4):

RH = RP'3 (3)

Multiplying and dividing equation (11) by AP/P at 20 seconds into the firing,
the overall normalization equation becomes:

SAP 2  R

R A- x -R (12)c (P). 7  K

where:

R = bed pressure drop parameterc

P = chamber pressure (PSIA)

AP20 bed pressure drop (THB-THA) in PSI at 20 seconds into the firing

K AP 20

Pc

R = an empirical function of K by which AP20 is adjusted to the AP
which would exist if the decomposition gas temperature were
1850'F (Table

From the nature of the derivation in terms of isolating the "mean particle
diameter" D as a parameter measured by the throughput and chamber tempera-
ture normalized pressure drop, it is evident that Rc is theoretically a singular
measure of the mean particle diameters of the gas flow path for a given design
configuration. Althoigh it is not maintained that this concept Is in reality com-
pletely valid, viewin4, the pressure drop results accordingly is useful In com-
prehending the nature of the pressure drop life buildup characteristics and duty
cycle effects. Definite correlation of Rc resistance as a mnction of the number
of ambient starts have been developed and the results of these tests are eval-
uated in this mannr.
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demonstrated and the secondary need tq verify catalyst bed pressure
drop buildup theory was accomplished. However, "washout" perform-
ance characteristics were never accomplished preventing the accumu-
lation of convincing data to support the causal theory. Recommendations
based upon these findings include Investigation and elimination of vari-
ability in sensitive build param.eters, life testing to verify elimination of
variability as well as obtain end of life data, and the determination of
safe in-run and shutdown manifold temperature on high catalyst bed
pressure drop units.
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